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Purcose: To obtain Corrmission apprtual of staff
reccccendaticns for responding to applicant requchts
to (1) process feed materials at uranium mills dther
than source material are or natural mineral ore; and

- (2) disp ma of ncn-tryproduct material into uranium
and thorium mill tailings impotrdents.

Qategory: This paper ccuers policy issues requiring Commission
ccnsideraticn md approval.

BackccruMr: The Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of
1978, as acended, modified the Atomic Energy Act
(fEA) of 1954 (Section 11e.(2)] by designating
uranium c:nd ttorium mill tailings as tryproduct
material to be regulated t- the TTC or thef

cppropriate fqrrerrent State. Henceforth,11e.(2)
tryproduct material will be referred to as " byproduct
material." The tTC and Agreerrent States have
recently received requests to allow activities at
licensed uranium milling facilities other than the
routine processing of scurre material are or natural
mineral ore. These reg.ests have fallen into two
categories.

The first catrgory requests processing, for the
uraniun ccntent, of material that is not usually
thcught of es source material ore and then to
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dispose of the resulting wastes and tallings into the
facility's tailings impamdment. An application of
this practice could include a uranium mill
prucessing, for the uranium content, of mine water
cleanup residues or tailings resulting- from a rare i

earth prtcessing operation. :

The second category requests dirwct disposal of
radioactive waste material, which was generated ,

off-site, into the tailings impomdment of a licensed
uranium or thorium milling operation. Henceforth,
such material will be referred to as ncyl-byprotLct

'

material. In this case the mine water cleanup
residues or tailings resulting from a rare earth
operation wculd be placed directly into the mill
tailings impoundment with0Jt any prtressing or
treatnent. Enclosure 1 discusses in greater detall
the past practices and the PK-staf f rw:ommended *

- resolution.

In thr, past uranium mills have occasionally disposed3
of small quantities of non-byprorict material in
tailings either under the ccnditions of tteir
existing license or following FFC or Agreement-State

!apprcNal of a specific license amendnent request.

tFC apprcwed these disposals, since the quantities ;g.,
negligible in comparison to the mill tailings. N

As ttese requests for disposal becane nore frequent,
tre PFC staff generated specific guidance
(Enc 1ceure 2) for addressing certain of these
requests cn a case-by-case basis. Following this
guidance, FFC staf t will approve the disposal of
non-byproduct material into tallings impoundaents
prcNided the licensee derimstrates:

1. There aru no significant en . ital impacts to >

the public health, safety and t environment.

2. The reclamation of the inpoundmmt will not be
comprcmised.

3. Treru aru no Resource Ccnservation and Recovery
Act (F{PA) or Coiv wh-wive Envirunmental-

Response, Conpensation and Liability Act (GFQ.A)
problems.
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4. The Lf3DCE or tre State agree, in advance, to take

title to the site upcn ecynpleticn of the*

reclamation.

The rwent expressicns of interest to either prwess
other feedstock .naterial at licensed milling
facilities or to dis;.rse of non-byproduct material in
mill tailings impomdnints has resultad in the need {
for brn* Commissicn censideration of the guidance !

presently being applied by staff and the !

establirJvnent of a more definitive policy before the
staff proceeds to apprme or disapprove present and
future regtests.

Disctmston: Pesoluticn of these issues for approval of such
~

reqtests involves, in part, two cmcepts in the
,

existing statutes and implementing regulations. ,The
first relates to the meming of material orv.
The seccnd relates to the co vningling ith materials

_

not neeting the definiticn of byprtxic material.
Each is addressed in the follcuing:

1. Processing, for the uranium ccntent, of feedstock
that may not neet the nore ccmnon definition of
ore.

The major issue in this case is that feed j
materials proposed for processing through the )
uranium mill are not usually thought of as ore. '

Ratrer, they are more ccmnanly understood to be
residues resulting frcrn the cleanup of mine water j

at nearby urmium mines or frun tre processing of j
ores for rwow.ry of other mineral content, such
as zircon!um. Since such feed materials are not
presently thought of as " ore", the wasta resulting
frun tre mllling operaticn has not been considered
byproduct nuterial and may be subjs:t to
regulatory ccntrol by other mtities toder
authorities distinct from the Atcrnic Energy Act
(MA), such as EPA tnder FOM.

Title 10 G R Part 40, Section 40.4(a-1) defines
byproduct material as "...the tailings or wastes
produced by the extracticn or ccncentraticn of
uranium or thorium from any ore processed
primarily for its source material content."
Nrsither the EA ror 10 UR Part 40 contain a
definiticn of the term "cre." The term " ore" in
the definiticn of byproduct material cculd be
applied to encenpass a broader class of feed
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materials than just uranium or thorium bearing
rock. Any mterial with sufficient uranium or
thorium to justify its extracticn in a uranium

and/or thorium mill could be considered " ore."*
Fo11 ming processing of such material as an ore by
the mill for its scurce material content, the
resulting waste or tailings woul,d be ccnsidered
byproict material subject to ifC regulation under
the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act
(LMTECA) and 10 CFR Part 40. Such an
interpretaticn has been followed by tfw tTC staff
in the past (Enclosure 3).

2. Disposal of ncn-byproduct material, which was not
generated an-site, into the tailings impoundment.

The major issue, in this case, is that under (EA,
583 authority, the GcuerTvrent's obligation to *
accept title to land and materials applies only to
" byproduct material." Thus, following-
reclamation, any site containing commirgled
byproduct and non-byproict material could face
mcertainties in long-term cmership ard
posts losure surveillance responsibilities. Past
correspondence frun DT (Enclosure 4) indicated
uncertainty in DT authority to take custody in
such cases. PTC staff has requested more
specificity from DCE in more clearly delineated
cases (Enclosure 5) and is awaiting a response. A
seccndary issue involves the potential duplication
of regulatory authority where byproduct and
non-byproduct material are commingled ETA could
have regulatory interest in the byproduct material
under RCRA or the Toxic Ebbstances Ccntrol fct
(T9CA). In the past the P4C staff has appecNed
such disposals an a case by case basis.

Cantinued use of a broader definition of ore by the
PTC staf f to include a range of feed materials and

2 Webster's Third New Intematicnal Dictionary of the English Language
(1961) defines cru as, " ia: a natural or native mineral that can usually be
profitably mined and treated for the extraction of any of its constituents, b:
a source frun Wch a valuable matter is extracted, c m unrefined condition
or mineral; 2: Precious metal."

l

!
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tre case-by-case apprtwal of disposals of
non-byproduct ruterial into tailings will have a
number of benefits including:

1. A number of orphaned wastes with physical
characteristics similar to those of tailings could
be disposed of, thereby reducing risks to workers,
t:e public and envimnnent fmm present conditions
of s torage.

2. Wastes resulting frcm ground water cleanup
prtxpams at uranium mines could be either
processed as ore or disposed of as
specially appmved "bypmduct-like material" at a
nearby uranium mill tailings 1ccatiens] '

3. At some uranium millsjsuch material could be Emd
as backfill reducing the need to obtain e:<cavated
clean borrow material as a preregaisite base for
applying a radon attmuating cover. In trost cases .
this would also redre disturtarce of nearby
habitats.

4. Hastes from other currently operating and closed
source material processing operations, rare earth
processing facilities, formerly utilized sites
(FIET(P) , etc..., with similar wastes could be
disposed of in a more optimal fashion; i.e.,
reduce proliferation of disposal sites.

5. tTC and Agreement State licensees, who are
presently considering such proposals, could move i

forward to either allow processing of feed
materials at the mill or to dispose of
non-byproduct ruterial in tailings.

Finally, the tFC staff believes ccntinued applicaticn
by ffC of such interpretaticns would be consistent
with the provisicns and the legislative intent of
lifiTCA. It should contribute to the reduction of
individual disposal locations used for such wastes |

and to the ensuring that wastes having similar
characteristics and properties are disposed of and
controlled under a consistent and unified set of
regulatory requirements.

f4xoMatims: Thrue recomendations em19e from this analysis
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i. That the Commission acknowledge and approve that
the FTC staff will ccntinue to review and approve,
an a case by case basis, requests from licenwes
to eitters (i) process feed materials at urmium
mills for rmrce material ccntent and to dispose
of the resulting waste as byproduct asterial into
the mill tallings impoundment subject to PTC or
Agretmsit State regulatieng or (2) dispose of
ncn-byproduct material in tallings folIming
existing guidance' described under Background
above.

2. That the Carmission propose legislation to give
the Ccenmissicn discreticn to authorire the
disposal of nort-byproduct reaterial of similar
character to byproduct mater tal in tailings
impoundments without af fectiry the ownership !
previsicns of 683 of the EA cr subjecting the-
ccTmingled material to separate end redundant FOM
p rmitting. With this discretion fhe Carmissian
could better comply with the legislative intent of
the (31TTCA to close the gap in PTC licensing
authority to control tte health hazards posed by
uranium and thorium mill tailings. Such
discretion would be expressly reserved to the
Commissicn by mcdification to 10 CFR Part 150,
%150 15(a).

3. That the Corrmission approms tfC rulemakirq to
proTulgate in 10 GR Part 40, a definiticn of ore
in car. junction with the definiticn of trypradtet
material as follows: "For tra purposes of this
part, ore means a natural or native matter that
may be mined and treated for tre extraction of any
of its cans'itumts or any otter matter from which
source material is extracted in a uranium orthorium mill."

Uptn Commissicn approva1, ttES staf f, urking in
ccnjuncticn with OOC, TES, CPA/SP and Regian IV
staf fs, will prTmaru a legislative propcral and
rulemaking change as discussed above, fcr the
Canmissicn's approval.

r_.o nfination:
This tFC staf f effort was coordinated with the
follcuing PTC offices: OGC, Regicn IV, WF0, GFA/SP
and FES.
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James M. Taylor
Executive Director
for Operation

Enclosures:

1. Staf f Aulysis of Disposal of
Non-Dyproduct Material into
tranium Mill Tallings Piles.

2. July 27, 1988 ttSS Mworandum
to Fhjian IV on Guidance for
Disposal of Radioactive Waste
in LPanium Mill Tailings.

3. September 14, 1989 Regia,IV
Letter Reg.esting Guidance for
Processing of Sourte Material *

and Disposal of Wastes into Uranium _

Mill Tailings.

4. Ane 10,1988 DCE Letter to PFC
cn DCE's Autturity to Take Custody
of ttn-byproict Material Mixed
Tallings Sites.

5. October 5,1999 and March 16, 1990
ffC Letters to DCE Feq.esting
Clarificaticn of COE's O.tstodial
Flexibility.
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ST(W fMLYSIS T DISPOSM T NEN-BYFfEIXLT t%TERI(L INTO LT4WIlti MILL-

TAILItJ36 PILES

A. INTFOOLITICN

Recently, TOC has received seeral riquests to allow activities other than -the
normal processing of native uranium ore at licensed uranium milling
facilities. These requests have fallen into two categories. The first is to
allow the processing of feedstock material, for the extraction of uranium,
that may not meet the more comnon definiticr1 of one and then dispose of the
resulting wastes and tailings in the facility's tailings pile. The seccnd
cattmory of rvquests is to allow the direct disposal of non-byproduct'
material, sich was not generated onsite, into tailings piles.

In assessing these requests, two concerns related to tailings piles repeatedlysurface. The first is whether allowing the requested activity would result in
ccrnplicated, dual or een multiple regulation of the tailings pile, and the
seccnd is whether allowing the requested activity wOJ1d jeopardize the
ultimate trensfer to the Lhited States, for perpetual custody and maintenaAce,of the reclaimed tailings pile. *

This analysis generically addresses the issues resulting from proposals
requesting regulatory consideration of ccmningling of tailings with other
radioactive wastes and trakes rwui.iisdations. The scope of this paper is
limited to opticns involving commingling with existing tallings impoundments.

B. EVCE{LtO

Prior to 1970, the FEC regulated the activities of the uranium milling process
under its authority to regulate sourte material.' The IJranium Mill Tailings
Radiaticn Centrul Act (LifTFCA) of 1978 acended the Atomic Energy Act (MA) of
1954 to specifically include uranium and thorium mill tailirgs and other
wastes from the peccess as radioactive material to be licensed by PFC.
Specifically, the definition of byproduct material was revi-Ad in section
11e.(2) of the AEA to include "... the tailings or wastes produced by the
extrattien or concentration of uranium or thorium from any orw processed
primarily for its sourte material content."

The definition of byproduct material = in Section 11e.(2) of the EA includes
all of the wastes resulting from the milling process, not just the radioactive
component. LtfiBCA, Title II also anended the MA to explicitly exclude the.
requirement for EPA permitting of byproduct material under the Resource

2For the purposes of this paper, the term "norr-byproduct material" will
be used to refer to radioactive waste which is similar to byprrduct material,
as defined in the Atomic Ehergy Act in Section 11e.(2), but is not legally
considered to be 11e.(2) byproduct material.

" Henceforth, byproduct material as defined in Secticn 11e.(2) of the MA
will be referred to as "11e. (2) byproduct material."

;
-1- CNVirJO/90 FEVISICH
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Ccnservation and Pectuery fct (FO%). This contrasts significantly with the
situaticn for sourte material' and other radioactive materials controlled
tnder the authority of the fEA. This potential dual regulation by both ffC
and EPA can become an issue when dealing with mixed hazardous wastes. As a
result of LMITCA, the FTC c:.Tu ded 10 CFR Part 40, in order to regulate the
uranium and thorium tailings and wastes as well as the milling processes.
TNs, on$er normal operaticn, all of the tallings and wastes in an tfC or
fgreement State licensed mill producing uranium or thorium arv classified as
"11e. (2) byproduct material", and are disposed of in tailings piles regulated
under 10 CFR Part 40. They are not subject to EPA regulation mder RCRA. EPA
Clean Air Act r2gulaticns still result in direct EPA permit authority over the
mill tailings, wtuther or not ccmningling occurred.

Tru LMITCA also required and pruvided for long-term custody ard surveillance
of the byproict material md the land used for its disposal. Ibwever, the
LMITCA specifically referred cnly to 11e.(2) byproduct material and did not
prtuide for transfer of title and custody of other material that may be mined
with it. Th.ts, DCE (the Federal agency currently designated as the " custodial
agency" by the EA) nay not have the authority under the AEA to take custody
of tailings disposal sites, in which non-byproduct material had been dispobed.
Evm in ttu case wtwre the material was no more radioactive or toxic than the
uranium or trorium tailings themerives, there was no prtuisicn in LMITCA

_ allowing for the transfer of custody or title, and hence for eventual
icng-term custody and surveillance (See Ehclosure A).

C. TIE TW CATEGORIES OF FEDLESTS FCR CtJttIta.ED DISFT/t.

Tiere have been a number of proposals to process feedstock materials other
tNn ttu raw are received directly from a mine at licensed mills. Some have
been apprtwed. Inplicit in these requests is the assumption, af ter extraction
of tre scurce material content, that the resulting tailings and wastes would
met the definition of 11e.(2) . byproduct material and could th.ts be dispoed
of in ttw mill's tailings pile. Such disposals wculd not be subject to FO%
ccnsideration or call into questicn DCE's long-term custody authority. There
does .not appear to be any tectnical probicm which would preclude additicn of
this waste material to the tailings af ter peacessing, since for all practical
purposes it would be identical to the mill tailings. In all prior cases the

,quantities have been smil in relaticn to the quantities of tailings already
{in the pile. In nest o ' ttu prpnis under ccnsideration, this is still the
<case.
'

There have also been proposals to directly dispose of radioactive wastes in
iexisting uranite mill tailings sites. The materials vary frcm tailings from !

netal and raru eartha (Copper, Tantalum, Columbium, Zirecnium, etc. . . . ) !
extracticn processes to spmt resins from water treatment processes. Fbwever,

3Except in the case of source material cre, scurce material consists cnly
uf the radioactive comptnents of t) e wasteg i.e. , uranitrn, thorium or any
ccrnbinaticn of the two [10 CFR part 40, Secticn 40.4(h)]. Some source
material ccntains elevated levels of radium, as wil, but is not of suf ficient ,

!

ccncentraticn of uranium or thorium to be licensed under the MA.

-2- CH3/5/30/90 FEVISICN
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since these materials did not result fran the extraction or cancentration of
uranium or thoritin frcrn ore, they are not 11e. (2) byproduct material. These
" orphaned" wastes usually have elevatrd ccncentraticns of source material, and
mless otterwise exempted, require licensed contrul if tre materials exceed

the 0.0"r/. licensable critericn. Disposal of these materials into tailings
impatodments would not result in a significant increase of irrpacts to tre
pablic tealth, safety and envirunment. Due to the relatively large volumes of
truse mstes, Icw-lewl waste disposal options are limited. These orphax4
wastes arv rnore similar to tailings in tenns of volums, radioactivity and
toxicity. Therefore, ran wasta producers see the mill tallings disposal
sites as a logical opticn for ach disposal.

T1e tfC staf f pruvided earlier guidance for addressing these types of regtests
an a casc% arc basis (See Diclosure A). In this guidance, cauticns were
raised ngarding the potential problems with dual ruyalation (FOM) and with
custody md title transfer. Any tfC apprcNals of such disposals are ncw made
an a case-specific basis contingent upon a dencnutraticn by tre licensee that:

1. There are no significant additional impacts to the public safety,
health and the envirunnent. !

.

2. Tre reclanation of tre tailings ittpatnchent will not be ccrnpromit.ed.
In ef fect, the reclarnatian and closure criteria in 10 CFR Part 40,
Appendix A muld te conplied with.

3. There are no FO% or Conprt. cosive Envircncental Response,+
Conpensation, and Liability Act (GTil A) problems.

4 Tru DCE or the State agrees to take title to the site upon
ccTpletian of the nrlamation.

The last two ccnditions can be significant obstmles to any routine decisicns
to allcu such cortraingling of byprcduct and ncn-t7fprcduct materials under
LMTFCA. Earlier queries to DOE regarding land transfer have not resulted in
generic guidance for potential cortningling situations (Enclosure B). The FFC
staf f requested clarification fron E& for five specific disposal scenarios
(Erclosure C). As of this tirne, ifC tus not receiwd EE's respcnse.

Q, TWES CF WGES EEItQff1T4HD FCR DIEFTAL INTO TAILitT33 PILES

Previously, the FTC had allcued a limited nurrber of such disposals an a (
case-by-case basis, because tre requested disposal could occur wittuut safety
or cnvirtnnental impact. The follcuiry brief casa histories discuss instances

|where the fFC approved of prucessing and/or disposal of radioactive waste |

rnatarials at uranium mill tailings sites:

-3- GE/5/30/90 FEVISICN
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Fgteh.i. Mastes fecm Dcrrestic Water Purifyina Coeraticns.
.

In 1987 in., allowed thivira Mining Company's Ambrosia Lake uranium mili
in th Mexico to elute uranium from contaminated ion-exchang:e resins from
the thvajo Indian reticn's well water purifying operations in th Mexico
md Arizona. <

The resultmt wastes were combined with other icn-exchange !residues from Chivira's operaticns. The combined spent resins were
|disposed of the in the uranite mill tailings pile.

Alttrugh the surface wastes frca an in situ solution mining operation,
incILding ach spent resins, are classified as lie.(2) byproduct

imaterial, the wastes frcn the Navajo water purification operations would ;
not be considered as such, despite the physical and chemical similarity.

i

Exancle 2. Processina Wastes from Other Extracticn Orwraticns.
1

The Rio Algam Lisbm uranium mill in Utah has received waste residues
|four times in the last seven years. These wastes include '

i1) Waste residues from the Mallinckrodt Incorporated :
niobiunr-tantalum recovery facility in St. Louis, Missouri; *

2) Waste residues frcrn the thical-f1olycorp yttrium-lanthmides &recovery facility in Lcuviers, Colorado;

3) Waste residues from the Allied Chemical Company's Metropolis,
Illinois uranium hexaflouride (LF.) conversicn facility; and

4) Waste residues from the Mystinghause Electric Corporation's
Bingham Canyon, Utah uranitm scccndary recovery lan-exchange
facility.

The volume of waste ranged frcm minimal eaunts to less than 1% of the
annual throughput. The materials were radiologically ccnsistmt with the
existing tailings and only fluoride ms in higher ccncentration (>i%)
than the levels typical of the existing tailings. In the first three
wasta disposals, the Lisbon operation extracted the uranium (the uranium I

ccncentraticn was as high as 6.7% in the residue fecm the LF. facility).
The residues from the seccndary recovery operation were buried in a pit
excavated in the tailings pond.

In 1987 the tE auttorized the Cuivira Mining Cenpany to process residue
frtn the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation's LF. conversion plant in Gore,
Oklahcma. The Quivira Ambrosia Lake,t h Mexico Uranium Mill will
extract uranium frtn these residues and dispose of these wastes into the
tailings pile. The uranium content of this alternate feed material is
higher (0.617.) than the average ore processed in the lhited States, but

ithe amount of residuo processed to date is less than 3 day's producticn I

of byproduct material, when the (nbrosia Lake facility was in full !prrdtetion.

i

kt' -
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Examole 3. Recovery of Uranium from Mine Water (Mine Water Cleanuo) .
.

tTC has authorized operation of icn-exchange tnits at mirw sites, as an
extension of the mill circuit by amendment of the uramum mill's 1.ource
and byproduct material license. Instances includes

1. Wstern ticlear, Inc.'s Split Rock uranium mill in Jef frey City,
Wyoming processed residues from the Green ituntain mine site
ion-exchange water purification operations for.the urmium
ccntent. The mine water was discharged under a National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (fftES) permit, and ttw
corrbined residues were disposed of in the mill tailings pond.

2. Atlas Minerals Corporaticn's uranium mill in Moab, Utah processed
ierrexchange residues from the dewatering operations at the
Velvet mine site. Tha Velvet mine generated these residues in
ortier to meet the requirements of an tFIES permit issued.by EPA.
fn tTC license was not issued to the Velvet mine operaticn until
the pregnant residues were brought to the Atlas mill for- t
pr4J|GS,ing. The stripped residuer were discharged to the mill
tailings ponds, and the water was mleased uncier an if0ES permit
from EPA.

.-

3. G:qucryah Fuels Corporation's (now Rio Algam Corporation) researth
and demloprent soluticn mining project in the South Powder
River Basin, Wyoming, eluted icn exchange colunns frcrn a nearby,
campany-tmed mine site. The residues wene discharged to ensite
evaparation ponds alcng with resins from the in situ operation,
which will be eventually cleaned up and disposed at a licensed-
uranium mill tailings site.

In the above cases, the PTC staf f interpreted these " alternate feed materials"
as teing refined and/or processed ores (See 10 CFR Part 40, Secticn 40.4(k)).
tTC regicnal counsel had suggested this interpretaticn of the regulations and
the intent of the LtfTBCA (See Enclosure D). With this interpretation, the
resultant wastes were legitimately classified as lie.(2) byproduct material.

&ch requests cantinue to be received by the PfC and by the Agreement States
for the disposal of non-byproduct material into uranium mill tailings piles. ,

The folicwing general categories of ncn-byproduct material illustrate the
requests submitted to the PFC and the Agreement States for disposal into

1

uranium mill tailings piles licensed under authority established by Title IIof LNTRCA:

1. Mine Wastes.

In order to mine uranium or other saurte material ore from takvrcund oropen pit mines, operators frequently need to dewater the mine cavities.
This results in quantities of mine water with suspended or disrcived
constituents, some of which are scurre material. After proces,ing the
mire water to satisfy tFDES or other release requitwnents, the resultant
cleaul mine water is then discharged offsite. The resulting water
treatment sludge residues,in sone cases, exceed the 0.05% licensable

i -5- (7G/5/30/90 PEVISI(N
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limit for source material, but do not satisfy the lie.(2) byproduct ,

material definitlan, because they do not result orimarily frun extraction
for the sourte mterial content.

The tfC and Agrtement States haw been contacted by licensees and wasta
generators regarding the possibility of disposing of such sludge residue
directly into tie tailings piles at licensed uranium mill tailings sites.
tEC tus indicated that such material does not constituta lie.(2)byprudtxt material (See Enclosure E).

Requestors h=m also proposed processing the mine waste material through
the uranitrn mill's circuit to remow the uranium product, prior to
disposal into the tailings pile. PfC has modified licenses in the past
to allow alternate feed materials to be processed on a care-bytase basis
(See examples above). If the material can be classified as an ore and is
prccessed for its rmrce material content, the resultant waste is lie.(2)
byproduct material.

2. Secondary Prtress Wastes.

Frequently, natural ores which are processed for rare earths or other-
notals have significant concentraticns of radioactive elements. Examples
include copper, zirccnium and vanadium ores, ifC has had requests to
dispose of tailings rem 1 ting from prtcesses to extract other metals into
licensed uranium mill tailings piles. In some cases,' secondary
extraction of scurre mterial content has also been performed using other
metal are tailings, or a sccandary processing operation tus been added to
the primary circuit. If the material can be classified as an ore and is
processed through a mill, then the resultant waste is lie. (2) byprodtct
material.

' [h the other hand tTC may not have regulatory authority over the wastes
fran secondary recovery operaticns, these wastes are normally returned to
tht! prirrary recovery operation's circuit wastes. Examples of this are
the Birgham Canytn, Utah sidestream operation and the Florida phosphate
industry. In both cases, uranium is extracted in a secondary recovery
operaticn, and the cutflow wastes are combined with primary reccwery
wastes and disposed of outside of tTC regulatory authority.

ftwwer, the corrmingling of non-byprockxt material with lie.(2) byproduct
material, without prior processing for the source material centent, may
poue some difficulties with eventual title transfer under the MA, theN,

ticlear Waste Fblicy Act (P14%) of 1982, Secticns 151(b) and (c) provide
options for Federal custody of these ccnmingled wastes. Ituver, the
N4% does not provide for a post-closure licensing supervisien, as does
the MA. If the ITC were to routinely consider the direct disposal of
such re pro:bct material at uranium mills, it wculd be advisable to
request statutory modification of the MA, Secticn 83 in order to allow
such disposal to be treated as if the non-byproduct materials were MA
wastes under Secticn 83. In this case, the owership and the FO%
ccnsiderations would be resolved.

-6- CH3/3/30/90 fEVISICN
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3. Fortrerly Utilized Sites Rerredial fcticn Program (FUER/P).
!These sites processed materials, such as troiazite sands, to extract

ttorian for comercial applicaticns. The Government contracts were for
therium source material used in the th1hatton Engineering District and
early MC programs. Some of the sites have disposal units which qualify
as 11e.(2) byproduct material; in one case there is an tE license
(Stepan Ctemical, Co. , Mapcod, thw Jersey). The Departsrent of Enengy
(ECE) is investigating options for disposal .and ccntrol'of these
materials. DT estinutes a total of 1.7 million cubic yards of material
located in 13 states. Rocent proposals haw considered transportation of
FUSP/P materials frcrn ftw Jersey to uranium mills in other states, such
as Utah, Washington and Wyoming.

4. Platurally-occurring and Accelerator produced Radioactive Material (t#M).

Treso wastes result frun a wide range of operaticns, but are generally
characterized try the fact that tre AEA does not rowlate them. In terms
of disposal in uranium mill tailings ponds, the kinds of requests seed in
the past include contaminated resins frun ion-exchange well water
purifying operaticns. There have also teen inquiries regarding dispcsal
of such things as ccnstn.cticn scrap and radiurn-contaminated soil frun
old comercial operaticns. As menticned previously, the FE has approved
such disposals on a very limited case-by-case basis in the past. The
individual states usually administer the regulatory respcnsibility over
WM, but many otter Federal agencies tuve jurisdiction respcnsibilities
related to ff M . Tirse include the Envircnmental Protectial Agency
(EPA), the Consumer Product Safety CoTunission, the Departant of Health
and tiaran Services, and the Departaent of Labor. There is a State
licent.ed rW41 disposal facility in Clive, Utah (Envirocare of Utah,
Inc.).

E. mKR ITDE TO EE ACCFESSED

Alttough cases have been proposed where tectnical, economical and societal
advantages appear to encourage such disposal of radioactive material into
tailings piles, there arv some significant statutory and regulatory issues
which appea- to cortplicats stch disposal:

1. Custody and title transfer.

LMmCA, Title II, Secticn 202, (Sccticn 83 of the AEA) stipulates that
stch title to the 11e.(2) bypruict material and to the land used for the
dispcsal of 11e.(2) byprotet material shall be transferred to either the
thited States Govenynent or to the State in which the land is located.
LMTFCA goes an to identify the DT, or any other agency designated by the
President, to be the custodial agency for the U. S. Gcuernment. Ft>cver,
at its option, the State may elect to become the custodial licensee of
the site following closure.

Past correspondence frcrn DT (Enclosure B) indicates DOE uncertainty
regarding its authority to accept custodial transfer of tailings sites,
where radioactiw material, not ccnstituting lie.(2) byproduct material,

-7- GG/5/30/90 FEVISICN
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has been ecxnmingled. PFC staf f have requested trore specificity fecrn DCE |in a letter of October 5,1999 (Enclosure C) . As of this time, DT has
not p t responded. ,

The cancern tore is twofold:
.

Any site where such ccmningling were to occur muld need stronga.

assurances or permission from either the State or DCE that
evmtual title and custody transfer would not be compromised.

b. The license cannot be legally terminated, unless the custody
and title has been transferred as stipulated in Secticn 83
b(1)(A) of the MA. Ccmningling of wastes could complicate
this transfer and, hence, the termination of the license.

As before, a partial resolution can be found in the t&PA, Section 151(t)
and (c), provided certain statutory findings can be made. These
provisions address DCE taking custody of Icw-level waste disposal sites.
Secticn 151(c) specifically addresses sites where wastes resulting frun

i

extracticn of rare earths, zirconium and halfnium from source material
are disposed. The Commission can, furttermore, requirw the licensee to
make available financial arrangements for Icng-tenn care under Section
151 a. (2), although the DrI" or the State are not identified as the
Icng-term (perpetual) care 11 cent:ces, as in the case of the EA,
Sec tion 83- b. (5) .

2. RCRA Authority and Mixed Waste.

Presently licensed facilities, where the tailings consist of uranium or
thorium mill tallings and uranium or thorium ores, do not fall under the
jurisdiction of REFA. However, radioc<tive wastes (such as t#VW), which
are not scurce or bypnaduct material, are not exempted from FCRA. In any
case, commingling RCPA-regulated wastes with tailings could result in the
application of the EPA FERA regulations and separate EPA permitting
authority. The licensee would have to comply with EPA regulaticns, as
well as EA-related regulations.

It should be noted that PFC regulaticns in 10 GR Part 40 (including
Appendix A) have been revised to ccnform to the appropriate porticns of
EPA's RUA regulations. The LtfTFCA, as amended, stipulated that
regulations for bypnaduct material be ccnsistent with the Solid Waste
Disposal Act (SLOA). The PfC has ccnformed the regulaticns of
10 UR Part 40 to the appropriate prcwisicns of the SOA; i.e., ROM
provisions, on P4wember 13, 1997. Having accomplished this, the MA
explicitly excludes byproduct material fran ROM. However, should source
material conpounds or mixtures, not in the form of uranitun or thorium
ores, be disposed of in the tailings piles, cnly the source material
component of that ccrnpatnd or mixture - if the compound or mixture
qualifies as " hazardous" - would be excluded from the prtuisions of
FUA.

If no hazardous wastes are identified, the ecmningled material could
possibly be categorized as solid waste and be disposed of in a landfill
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under the prvvisicns of 40 CFR Part 241 (Guidance for the Land Disposal
of Solid Waste).

3. Decision Whether or not to Process Material Prior to Disposal in the
Tallings.

In scrne cases licensees haw inquired whether processing radioactiw
waste as a feed material, prior to disposal into the tailings, wculd
compromise tre status of the resultant waste stream as 11e.(2) byprcduct
material. In those instances where tR: has allowed such processing to
take place, ttu radioactive wasta feed mterial was considered to be
" refired and/or processed cre." Fbwever, the radioactim waste feedstock
itself was not ccnsidered to be 11e.(2) byproduct material. The source
mterial content of the radioactim waste could be extracted so that the
residual waste conformed to the definition of 11e.(2) byproduct material.
These cases of processing have occurred in the pasti e.g. , processing of
slurry waste from Eequoyah Fuels LF. Plant in Gore, Oklahcrna at tre
Qaivira Uranium Milling Facility in Ambrosia Lake, New thico. (See the
discussicn in Secticn D.)

:

Other licensees have requested that thu waste material be disposed of*
~

directly into the tailirgs pile withcut processing. This disposal has
been justified tecause the material is similar in chemical, physical and
material content to the tailings. Its addition would, snost likely, not
af fect reclamation or alter the impact to the envirtrynent. Althcx.egh such
material my not qualify as 11e.(2) byprodxt material, in scrre cases it
could be processed as an alternate feed material, which wculd result in
an 11e.(2) byproduct material waste.

Fbweme, should the uranium mill operator accept =curce material waste_

from other persons for direct disposal (that is, withcut extracting the
source material content), the mill operator may need to satisfy
10 CFR Part 61 or equivalent State license requirements, or else seek an
exemption fecrn 10 CFR Part 61. Ccrnmerrial disposal of Icw-level
radioactive waste is gcrmrned by Part 61, and tre licensee would, short
of an exerrption, reed to maintain licensed status under 10 CFR Parts 40
and 61.

F. DI90JSSICN CF DISTFA WIROJT FRICR Fit >ASQPD

There are currently only two basic choices for the tR: to trake with respect to
the direct disposal of non-byprui.ct material into uranium or thorium mill
tallings piles. Che is to prohibit entirely any disposal of radioactive
material that is not 11e.(2) byproduct material. That position is based on a
very strict reading of the AEA, which allcus no flexibility to ccmnirgle.

The other choice is to allcw some commingling of non-byproduct material with
uranium or thorium mill tailings under criteria that satisfy current
regulatory constraints and guidance (See Enclosure A). In the event that a
licensee does request approval under the current regulatory framework, hRC
could authorize ruutine disposals in uranium or trorium mill tailings piles
with sone limiting criteria. These criteria would include:

-9- GM3/5/30/90 mVTRifN
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1. There are no significant additional impacts to the public safety,
|hea1th m d the environment.

2. The reclastian of tru tailirns impoundment will not be compromised.
In effect, the reclamation and closure criteria in
10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A would be complied with.

3. Tture are no FLTM or Comprehensive Envirtnmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCIA) problems.*

4. The DCE or the Stat.e agrees to take title to the site upon
completion of the reclamaticn.

The licensee mald need to obtain the necessary assurwice frun DOE with
respect to guideline 4, prior to requestirq any such licmse anendments frcm
tTC to allow disposal of non-byproduct material in the tailings pile. In past
practice, the PfC staf f has also identified other factors, which should play a
role in the generator and/or licensee's evaluation of disposal alternatives.
Ttese includes,

t
o The volume of ncn-byproduct waste does not exceed the volume of 11e.(2)

byproduct material.

~

o Other conmercial disposal alternatives have been evaluated.

o There is scund justification for the ccmningling from the standpoint of
furthering the naticnal program for safe disposal of all radioactive
wastes.

There are numerous uranium mill tallings piles, which have suf ficient capacity
to serve as disposal sites for similar non-byproduct waste material. thder
most conditicns, the tEC staf f does not have significant fealth, safety or
cnvirmmantal ccncerns associated with ccrrmingling.

At present tru PTC ccnsider's any request to dispose of non-byproduct material
at a uranium mill cn a case-by-case basis. The cnus in trying to make a case
for any sirgle ccmningling rests with the licensee / owner of the subject
tailirns pile. Tiw licensee must obtain ttu necessary approvals from EPA with
respect to any hazardcus wasta and the legal views frun tre State or DCE,
which allcw site custody and title transfer. The process of obtaining such
apprtwals and the potmtlal legal complicaticns may prove to be too cnerous
for uranium recovery licmsees to consider direct disposal, without prior
processirg.

Tre choices for resolvirq regulatory or licensing issues include

1. Cmtinue with the present policy.

*In effect, this would cnly allow source material, which is not mixed
waste. Categories excluded would be mixed waste source material, mixed waste
f(R1 and t#VT1 which is not mixed waste.

;

!
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2. Negotiate a memorandum of understanding (M"U) between interestad
parties. ~ .

3. Issue policy directjve or ch.

4. Initiate a ru?cmaking to address the issue.

S. Pequest for legWative chmge.

Since the fundaTental problem stems directly frcrn the legislaticn(Sectim 83 b(i)( A) of the EA),
3, 4 or any combinaticn thereof. there is litt1e point in solely pursuing 2,
legal standing that a regulation or a law has.Furthermore, opticns 2 and 3 do not have theThe T,C staff continues to
ccnsider proposals for direct dispsal into uranium mill tailings piles en a
case-specific basis under tre criteria discussed above. Etwear, the WC
staf f expects that such commingling requests will ccntinue to be proposed and
as a result, a 1crxyrange soluticn should be sought.
likely inm1ve a ccmbination of alternatives 1, 4 and 3 abcue.Such a solution wouldthtil the law
cculd be charxpf and the ensuing rule could be pronulgated, the WC would ,
still centinue with the present policy to censider revests cn a case-specificbasis.

*

It should be noted that the scope of this paper is limited to options
involving comingling with existing tailings impourxirents. Oatside of stch acourse of action there are rwercus alternatives. These includes

o Ccr-locating a disposal site adjacent to, but rot centiguous with,tre tailings impaurx1 Tent.
This may require obtaining a license or permit

frum the WC, EPA or the State depending on the ncn-bypredtet material
and the disposal stratcqy; e.g, if it constitutes source material, a
10 CFR Part 61 license will be necessary.

o Applying for an WC license under 10 CFR Part 61 cr equivalentAgreement-State regulaticns.
This option would involve an exemption to

Part 61 in crder to allow 11e.(2) byproduct material to be dispcmed of at
an WC cr Agreement State licensed commercial disposal facility.
is presently evaluating such an applicaticn for an 11e.(2) disposalThe WC
facility in Utah.

o Applying for a permit frtrn a State to dispose of naturally-occurring and
acceleratcnpbduced radioactive material (FFm). The applicant shculd
note that EPA is in the process of rulemaking to regulate t#m under its
Taxic Substances Cantrol Act (TSCA) authority (40 GR Part 764).

o If the radioactiwr waste is not classified as hazardous and if it can bedefined as a solid waste, then it can be disposed of in a landfill under
the prtwisicns of 40 GR Part 241 (Guidance for trw Land Disposal ofSolid Wasta).

,

Ttese are all options available to the cwwr/ generator of such waste, without
significant Comission policy or regulatory modificaticn. That being thecase, the paper does not address these options. However, the applicant for a
cominglin) disposal should consider these other opticns and determine thatthey of fer ro reasonable solution.

,

;
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In light of the above discussion, the WC staff identified the following
r

courses of action with respect to regmsts for direct disposals

1. Treat proposals on a case-by-case basis, subject to criteria outlined in
the previcus secticn (Also Ehclosurw A).

This is the present approach being used by ifC to evaluate ccmningling
proposals involving non-bypruduct material at tTC-licensed uranium andthorita mills. Ebt, the process for complying with those criteria could be
simplified, if scmu steps were taken to facilitate commingling of bypredtetand nan-byproduct material wastes. Federal action to clarify the *

regulatory fravrework could be taken by negotiating a memorandum of
trderstanding (tDJ), or separate PTIJs, with EPA, DCE and the State (s)
which Nxld specify explicit ccnditions under which such ccmningling at

,

uranita mill tallings sites wculd tn acceptable.

2. Roquest statutory authority to allow commingling under at the Commission's
discretion without compromising a tailings site's custody cr title
transferability or introducing tru1tiple overlapping EPA regulatory ;
auttority. .

This wauld clarify Ccngress'
tniform national policy to limit the ntvnter ofintent in tt1TFCA and w3uld hopefully provide aIcu-radioactivity disposalsites. This legislative change may need to be reflected in tFC and EPAregulaticns.

The PEC rulenaking would implement the legislative change to
provide generic discretion to tra Commission for stch ccnminglingapplicaticns. Such discreticn wculd be expressly reserved to the
Ccmnissicn by nodificaticn to 10 CFR Part 150, 6150.15(a). Since this
peccess can be time ccnsuming, the tEC would still proceed with item iabove.

In the case of processing alternative feedstccks for uranium and thorium
mills, the staff concluded that a definiticn of ore, in conjmetion with the
AEA's definition of byproduct material, would resolve the uncertainty in thepresent regulatory framework. The MC would initiate a rulemaking to
establish in 10 CFR Part 40, a definitian of ore in cenjmeticn with thedefiniticn of byprtduct material as follows: "Fcr the purpcses of this part,
are means a natural cr native matter that may be mined and treated for ttw
extracticn of any of its constituents or any other matter from which scurce
material is extracted in a uranium cr thoritsn mill."

,
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HEHORANDUM FOR: Robert D. Martin, Reg |onal Administrator |

Region IV

FROM: Hugh L. Thompson, Jr., Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

SUBJECT: DISPOSAL OF NON-BYPRODUCT MATERIALS IN TAILINGS
IMPOUNDMENTS

In your February 23, 1988 memorandum, you requested a policy decision on the
disposal of non-byproduct waste materials (MARM and other wastes) in mill
tailings impoundments. To facilitate our review, we used the two categories
of wastes discussed in your memorandum. These categories are: (1)NARM
wastes, those generated by operations not regulated under the Atomic Energy
Act (the Act) and (2) other wastes, those generated by operations regulated
under the Act. Neither of these waste categories is included in the
legislative definition of byproduct material.

.

The major regulatory issues discussed in your memorandum and noted below would.'
have to be favorably resolved before the NRC could consider approving the
disposal of the NARM category of waste in mill ~ tailings impoundments under
current statutory authority. The statutory authority is unlikely to change in
the near future. Therefore, we agree with your recomendation that NRC not
approve a policy of disposal of material in the NARM category of waste in mill
tailings impoundments.

The primary issue is whether the inclusion of NARM wastes in a mill tailings
disposal site is consistent with U.S. Government ownership (or State ownership)
and other authorities under Section 83 of the Act. Since the Department of
Energy (DOE) is currently designated to take title to the mill tailings sites,
NRC requested DOE's view on this question. DOE's response stated that DOE has
doubts about its authority to take title to the mill tailings disposal sites
if NRC has allowed the comingling of NARM (non-byproduct) materials in the
impoundments (a copy of the DOE response is attached).

As noted in your request NRC does not have authority to regulate NARM.
Therefore,disposalofMIRMintailingsimpoundmentswouldresultina
comingling of regulated and unregulated materials in the same disposal unit.
This could create duplicative jurisdiction between NRC and other Federal or
State agencies with respect to the comingled radioactive naterials. Moreover,
if RARN waste constituents were to violate the current standards (e.g. sigrate
into ground water), the Comission's authority ur. der Section 84c of the Act to
approve alternatives to requirements for disposal or reclamation would be
seriously impaired.

Additionally, the wastes may be subject to presently a)plicable Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations or otter U.S. Environmental
Protaction Agency (EPA) rules for hazardous constituents or MARM, as well as
to applicable State requirements. If the waste results from a Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) clean-up

_ - - _ - _ _ - - _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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action, the EPA requirements required to be met would also need to be
considered by the licensee to ensure that there is no issue regarding
suitability of the site for disposal of the CERCLA wastes.
regulatory authorities would have to address these requirements.The appropriate

Finally, since there is currently a MARM disposal site licensed by the State of
Utah and a license application under review in the State of Colorado, there
appears to be no compelling need at this time to dispose of NARM material inuranium mill tailings impoundments.

The other waste category includes waste materials generated from several
different types of licensee activities regulated under the Act.
castes do not meet the legislative definition of " byproduct material," weAlthough these
agree from a policy and technical standpoint with your proposal that their

provided the voluna of naterial is not large when compared to the existingdisposal in tailings impoundments should be considered on a case-by-case basis,tailings in the impoundment.
With respect to the land transfer issue, the DOEin its letter of June 10, 1988

in more detail on a site-specific basis. stated that it would be willing to discuss this
Additionally, for the other waste

category, the other issues appear to be more ansanable to resolution on acase-by-case basis.
significant environmental impactTherefore, if HRC can nake a finding that (1) there is no

(2) the reclamation of the impoundment will
:

not be impacted, (3) there are no, RCRA or CERCLA problems, and (4) the DOE
*

could authorize such a disposal. -agrees to take title to the site upon completion of the reclamation, then NRC

In Lr view, it is the applicant's responsibility to demonstrate that thesefour points have been net.
appropriate agreements with EPA, DOE, and the State.This deconstration should include reaching the

The NRC should not takeon this responsibility for the applicant.

$@ed) Febut M. Bernero
n

w Hugh L. Thompson, Jr., Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safetyr,

and Safeguards
Enclosure:
DOE letter dated June 10, 1988

.
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Department of Energy

washinston. DC 20548

JUN 101988
.

Mr. Rfchard L. Bangart. Acting Otrector
Ofvision of Low-Level Waste Management

and Decocaissioning
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission
Washington 0.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Rangart:

This is in response to M
Department of Energy rega. R. $napp's letter of April14, 1988, to the

rding the Department's acceptance of transfer of
materf als were also dfsposed there. ownership of licensed urantua util tailings impoundaants if non-byproduct

While the Department supports the Nuclear Regulatory Coraission's efforts
to find paraanent ditMsal sites for these materials, it is not clear that '-:
the Department would Aave the authority under Section 83 of the Atomic
Energy Act to_ accept custody of non-byproduct materials. Congressional
action c4y be needed to provide an unarabiguous resolution on this issue.

Assuming sees paans of resolving the authority question was achieved, the

Cepprehensive Envirore4ntal Response, Cce>ensation, and Liability Actprior satisfaction of all Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and
(CERCLA) as amended, requirements would >e essential. Appropriate

-

financiaI arrangement would have to be provided so that the Department
would bear no additional cost associated with the acquisittog of thismaterfal. .

Your letter indicated that there are three pending applications before the
.

Cossission for the dispos,41 of non-byproduct material at Itcensed uranfuemill t4ilings sites.
in questiong some ("NARM*) clearly outside of NRC jurisdiction and someWe also understand there may be different materials(" secondary recoveryweste)withinMACjurisdiction.
to discuss this in more detail, if you desire, with respect to spectficWe would be willingmaterial at speciffe sites.

.

Sincerely.

W QE\
John E. Baublitz
Acting 01 rector
Office of Ramedial Action

and Waste Tu hnology
Office of Nuclear Energy

[0 N 3 -
-- -
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OCT 0 51989

_

Mr. John E. Baublitz, Acting Director
Office of Remedial Action

dnd Waste T8Chnology
Office of Nuclear Energy
U. S. Departrant of Energy
Washingtca, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Baublitz:

I an writing to you because of a number of requests ande to NRC regarding the
disposal of select wastes in uranium mill tailings piles. The requests vary
in tares of quantity.. radioactivity, and presence of other nonradiological
constituents. !

Aside from technical,~cnvironsontal and engineering considerations, one of the
_

nost significant considerations in whether to permit such disposal is the
eventua transfer of the title and custody from the commercial licensee / owner
to the State or Federal governnent. It has been suggested that the disposal of
such wastos in a urantu:n or thorium tailings pile may compromise the authority
for transfer of title and custody to the United States under Section 83 of the.
Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as amended.

Presently, the Department of Energy (DOE) is identified as the Federal agency
to accept, on behalf of the Federal government, title _ and to conduct long-term-
nonitoring and surveillance in perpetuity. This role is slailar to DOE's
responsibility in the UMTRA Project under Title I of the U-anium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act (UKTRCA), specifically Section 104(f).

In our April 14 19881stter to you, the NRC requested a determination on
whether DOE would accept custody of tailings sites, if Naturally Occurring and
Accelerator produced Radioactive Material (NARM) had been disposed therein.
Your June 10,1988 response raised doubts about DOE's authority to accept
title to and custo(y of such sites.

In order to improve the currently inefficient approach of reviewing each
request for tailings pile disposal of nonbyproduct material on a case-by-case
basis, additional 00E clarification is needed to remove the uncertainty that
now exists. A more definitive DOE position would allow NRC to provide
clarifying guidance to licensees, eliminate requests for disposal that would
result in DOE being prohibited from accepting title and custody, and allow |
NRC to acre expeditiously review requests that are consistent with DOE criteria l
for eventual title and custo(y acceptance. Your timely response to this

|request will significantly assist all parties involved. I request 4

clarification regarding the following:
I

|
,
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1. Are there an quantities or concentrations of NARM that could be
disposed o n the tailings piles without compromising DOE' ability
to eventually accept title to and custody of the reclaimed tzilings
site? If so, please identify these quantity or concentration limits.

2. Likewise, are there any such quantity or concentration limits on
accepting title and custody transfer of sites wherein matter with a
source material content may be disposed of? Specifically, if such
source material were to be placed in tailings piles without having
processed it for the source material content, would DOE have
reservations depending on quantities or concentrations? For example,
the Teledyne Wah Chang zirconium tailings or filtercake residue from
mine water cleanup are two examples where such material has been

,

suggested for direct disposal into existing, licensed uranium mill :
tailings piles.

3. Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Progru (FUSRAP) material
has been proposed for disposal into uranium mill tailings piles,
without any processing. In some cases, this material qualifies as
11.e(2) byproduct material, but in others there are quantities of
this material containing constituents specifically covered under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) or the Toxic Subst.ences
ControlAct(TSCA). Can such material, or limited quantities or
concentrations of this material, be placed directly into a uranium
mill tailings pils without compromising the transferability of the
title and custody to DOE upon reclamation?

4. Mine wastes and mine water which cannot be released into waterways
or on open ground, is usually treated to remove those contaminants in
order to comply with National Pollutants Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) limits for such releases. As a result, the residues from the
treatment process must be disposed of properly. If such water or
residues are then processed for their source material content, either
at the uranium mill or off site, can the resultant material be
disposed of in the tailings piles without compromising DOE's
authority or willingness to take title to and custody of the
reclaimed tailings pile?

5. Some naterials, which have been processed for extraction of certain
economically valuable minerals, have been additionally processed for
source material as well. These " set.ondary wastes" have been referred
to as MARM, source material, select wastes and so on. Frequently,
these wastes are almost indistinguishable from uranium mill tailings.
They are not byproduct material simply because some mineral, such as
vanadium or copper, has been extracted prior to being processed for
uranium or thorium, usually in another facility other than a uranium

i
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mill. FUSRAP, NARN and the phosphate tailings in Florida and
Louisiana may fall under this category. Are there any conditions,
under which such material could be disposed of into tailings, which
would not compromise DOE's ability to take title and custody upon
reclamation?

Shouldy(FTSour staff have any questions regarding this letter, contacts are Paul i

Lohaus 492-0553) or Giorgio Gnugnoli (FT5 492-0578).

Sincerely,
(SIG;d]) RICHARD L BANGART

Richard L. Bangart, Director
Division of Low-level Waste Managemen't

and Decossissioning, NMSS

cc: S. Mann, DOE /NE-22
H. Matthews, DOE /AL

,

l
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MAR 161990 |
iRoger P. Whitfield, Associate Director

Office of Environmental Restoration
Office of Environmental Restoration

and Waste Nanagement - EM-40
U. S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Whitfield:

I am writing to you regarding the October 5,1989, NRC letter I sent to
Jack Baublitz (copy enclosed). In that letter I describec five situations
where proposals have been made to dispose of certain types of radioactive
wastes in licensed commercial uranium mill tailings piles. My staff is
preparing a policy pa
Clarification of DOE'per for the Cosmission regarding such disposals.

s position on acceptance of site title and custody
is essential in this effort.

I believe the recent meeting between members of our staffs on February 28,
1990, was a positive step forward in establishing a mutually-acceptable
protocol for such disposals. I welcome such efforts at cooperation and
encourage continuation of this level of coordination in the future., ;

.

In order for us to plan more effectively in dealing with requests for such
disposals, I would appreciate receiving information about the status of your
efforts to provide such clarification and an estimate of the data by which you
can fully respond to gy October 5,1989, letter. We encourage any possible
efforts that you could undertake to assign a higher priority to this task.

If you or your staff have any questions r'egarding this letter please contact
PaulLohaus(FTS 492-0553) or Giorgio Gn99noli (FTS 492-0578),of gy staff.

ORIGINAL' SIGNED BY
Richard L. Bangart, Director
Division of Low-Level Wasta Management

and Decoamissioning, MMSS
Enclosure: As stated
cc: S. Mann, DOE /EN-451

H. Matthews, DOE /AL
J. Gatrell, DOE /EM-451

i
i

.
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!

Mr. John E. Baublitz, Acting Director
| Office of Reredial Action
| dnd Waste Technology

Office of Nuclear Energy
|

!
,

U. 5. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Baublitz:

I am writing to you because of a nurber of requests made to NRC regarding the
disposal of select wastes in urantua nill tailings piles. The requests vary
in terns of quantity, radioactivity, and presence of other nonradiological
constituents.

.

Aside froo technical, environcental and engineering considerations, one of the
most significant considerations in whether to perait such disposal is the
eventual transfer of the title and custody from the coamercial licensee / owner
to the State or Federal governeant. It has been suggested that the disposal of
such wastes in a uranius or thorius tallings pile may compromise the authority
for transfer of title and custody to the United States under Section 83 of the.
Atomic Energy Act ( AEA) of 1954, as aranded.

Presently, the Departnant of Energy (00E) is identified as the Federal agency
to accept, on behalf of the Federal government, ti.tle and to conduct long-ters
monitoring and surveillance in perpetuity. This role is sta11ar to DOE's
responsibility in the UMTRA Project under Title I of the Uranius Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA), specifically Sectica 104(f).

I

In our April 14 1988 letter to you, the MRC requested a determination on
whether DOE would accept custody of tailings sites, if Naturally Occurring and
Accalerator Produced Radioactive Material (MARM) had been disposed therein.
Your June 10,1988 response raised doubts about DOE's authority to accept
title to and custo@ of such sites.

| In order to isprove the currently inefficient approach of reviewing each
| request for tailings pile disposal of nonbyproduct asterial on a case-by-case

basis, additional 00t clarification is needed to remove the uncertainty-that
now exists. A more definitive DOE position would allow NRC to provide
clarifying guidance to licensees, eliminate requests for disposal that would
result in DOE being prohibited from accepting title and custo# , and allow
NRC to more exx:itiously review requests that are consistent with DOE critaria
for eventual if zie and custody acceptance. Your timely response to this
request will significantly assist all parties involved. I request
clarificationregardinythefollowing:

.

u.___.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ __________._.____..__________________________________._____w
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1.
Are there any quantities or concentrations of NARM that could be
disposed of"In the tailings piles without cor. promising DOE's ability
to eventually accept title to and custody of the reclaired tailingssite? If so, please identify these quantity or concentration Itmits.

2. 1.ikewise, are there any such quantity or concentration limits on
accepting title and custody transfer of sites wherein matter with a
sourca natorial content may be disposed off Specifically, if such
source material were to be placed in tailings piles without having
processad it for the source material content, would 00E have
reservations depending on quantities or concentrations? For example
the Toledyno Mah Chang zircontua tailtags or filtercake residue from,
mine water cleanup are two exacples where such material has been
suggested for direct disposal into existing, licensed uranium mill ,

.

ta111ogs piles._

3. Fornarly Utilized Sites Asmedial Action Program (FU5 rap) aaterial
has been proposed for disposal into uranius mill tailings piles,without any processing. In some cases, this caterial qualifies as
11.e(2) byproduct material, but in others there are quantities of
this material containing constituents specifically covered under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) or the Toxic Substances
control Act (TSCA). Can such natarial, or liatted quantities or
concentrations of this natorial, be placed directly into a uranium
mill tailings pile without compromising the transferability of the
title and custody to DOE upon reclamat'on?

4. Mine wastes and sine water which cannot be released into waterways
or on open ground, is usually treated to resove those contaminants in
order to :oaply with National Pollutar.ts Discharge Elimination System
(MPDES) limits for such releases. As a result, the restdues from the
treatment process aust be disposed of properly. If such water or
residues are then processed for their source material content, either
at the uranium a111 or off site, can the resultant anterial bedis >osed of in the tailings piles without compromising DOE's
autwrity or willingness to take title to and custody of the
reclaimed tailings pile 7

1

5. Sors materials which have been processed for extraction of certain
economically va,luable einerals, have been additionally processed for !

i

source material as well. These " secondary wastes" have been referred !to as MARM, source material select wastes and se on. Frequently,
these wastes are almost indistinguishable from vranius mill tailings.
They are not byproduct material sigly because some sineral, such as
vanadius or copper, has been extracted p#=ad186-*rior to being processed forUraRium or therisma. tieniallw 4a m *h== -''-- ''-- -- ' ~
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mill. FUSRAP

Louisiana may, fall undsr this category.NARM and the phosphate tailings in Florida and
. Are there any conditions,

under which such material could be disposed of into tailings, which
would not compromise DOE's ability to take title and custody uponreclamation?

Should your staff have any questions regarding this letter, contacts are PaulLohaus (FT5 492-0553) or Giorgio Gnugno' i (FT5 492-0578).

Sincarely,
(SIGJ,D) RICHARD L PANGART

:

Richard L. Bangart. Director
Division of Low-Level Waste Management

and Deco m issioning, NR55
cc: 3. Hann, 00E/NE-22

H. Matthews, DOE /AL

.

4
A
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Huclear Material Safety & Safeguards

FROM: John M. Montgomery
Acting Regional Administrator

S'UBJECT:
ACCEPTANCE OF SOURCE MATERIAL AT URANIUM MILLS FOR
PROCESSING AND DISPOSAL

On June 27, 1989, a meeting was held in Region IV with representatives of the
Stata of Utah and NRC concerning the regalatory jurisdiction over source
material. The meeting was the result of a number of discussions over the past
several conths' due to receipt of Tolevyne Wah Chang source agterial from Oregon --
for processing and disposal at the UMETC0 White Mesa uranium mill near
Blanding, Utah.

The Wah Chang material is a waste strees from the production of zirconium and,
contains recoverable amounts of uranius in excess of one-twentieth of 1 percent(0.05 percent) of the nixture. UHETCO is requesting authorization to process
this source caterial through their aill with the resulting byproduct satarial,

!

being disposed of in the tailings frpoundment pile. It is the understanding of
the State of Utah that UMETC0 will be compensated both by retention of the
produci.1 uranius and a tare paysant by Wah Chang.

Utah has objected to NRC authorizing UNETCO to process this satorial. Their
conter. tion is that the actual purpose is to dispose of this material in the
tailings pile under the guise of Mprocessing it, as evidenced by the method of
compensation. In addition, they also contend, based on their Agreement State
agreenant with HRC, that the Comaission discontinued its regulatory authority
in Utah with respect to source sat 4 rials except where the Commission retained
regulatory authority and responsibility with respect to regulation of (a) the
extraction or concentration of source saterial from " source material ore" and .

the management and disposal of the resulting byproduct material as well as (b) !the land disposal of source, byproduct and special nuclear material received
from other persons. The primary issue with respect to (a), above, being
whether the Wah Chang material is " source material ore."

|

L 1 1
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Shipment of the waste material to the site falls under DOT authority and, once {received onsite, the material is under NRC authority. Therefore, the remaining {issue is the question of NRC authority to consider introduction of this
material into the mill process as source material ore. Neither " source
material ore"'nor " ore" by itself is defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,!

as amended (the Act), or the Corrraission's regulations." However, one of the
meanings of the term " ore" as set forth in Webster's Third New International
Dictionary is "a source from which valuable material is extracted.""* If this
were considered a secondary recovery operation, the resultant waste material
could properly be classed as byproduct material and disposed of in the tailings j

;

pile.

For UNETCO, any act on on their request is pending NRC determination that the
material would not be classified as a mixed waste. Chenical analyses revealed
some constituents f at may cause the waste to fall under CERCLA / RCRA
regulations. UNETC. is presently working with EPA and Wah Chang to get thatquestion resolved. Wah Chang has suspended shipnents of the saterial to UNETCO
until all the issues are resolved. Of>the total estimated volume of about 8090'

cybic yards, approximately 2000 cubic yards were delivered. Relative to the .-
volume of mill tailings in the pile, this Wah Chang waste is negligible.

The policy or precedent-setting issue that requires resolution is NRC's
position regarding Ifcensees accepting this type of material for processing at
NRC-regulated uraniu:n mills. Proltainary discussions were held with
Paul Lohaus of the Operations Branch, Low-Level Waste and Decommissioning
Division, hHSS, on June 28, 1989, and again on August 10, 1989, with
Paul Lohaus, Mike F11egel and John Greeves.

This is not the first time that NRC has received inquiries about the processing
of previously processed natarial through uranium mills. These inquiries have
ranged from scrap and wastes resulting fros demolition of NARM contaminated,

buildings, to the Denver radium wastes, to raffinate pond residue free the|

Sequoyah Fuel Company facility at Gore, Oklahosa. As you are aware, we have
also recently received inquiries about disposal (not processing) of the sludge
resulting from uraniusa/radf un recoved from eine water at a uranium eine.
Related to this sans case, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) has recently
stated that one reason for the Spokane Indian Tribe to take over the Sherwood,
Washington Hill is to process this sas-a aine water through the sill, with the
resultant wasta going to the tailings fepoundzent.
* " Unrefined and-enprocessed ore" is defined in 10 CFR 40.4 to mean ore in its
natural form prior to any processing such as grinding, roasting or
benefeciating, or refining. It is our understanding that this ters was defined
~or its use in Part 40.13.

** It is worth noting that Byproduct Material is defined in Part 40.4 tr,d in
Section 11.e.(2) of the Act as meaning "the tailings or wastes prod e d by the
extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any ora processed
primarily for its source satorial. content...." (emphasis added).

.

.
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Another case of interest to Utah is the radioactive soil from Maywood, New
Jersey (which has been defined by 00E as " byproduct material"). We understand
that some interest has been expressed in disposing of this material at Plateau
Resources Limited's Shootaring Canyon Mill at Ticaboo, Utah. This was also the
subject of a ' letter from Congressatan Wayne Owens of Utah to Chairman Carr. If
this material meets the definition of byproduct material, we may be faced with
a situation where the volume of material to be disposed is roughly 10 times the
volume of mill tailings at the site. Our policy in the past has been to allow
disposal of byproduct generated offsite in a mill tailings pile if the volume
was small in relation to the volume of mill tailings. If the material is not
byproduct material, as defined in Section 11.e.(2) of the Act, it may not be
disposed of in the tailings pile without specific agreement from DOE that theywould accept the site after license termination.

For the case of the contaminated scrap resulting from NARM contaminated
~

buildings, our response was that such material was not acceptable because its
physical nature would not allow processing through the mill and, furthermore,
the source material content was negligible. For the Sequoyah fuels Company e
raffinate pond material, it was determined that it was permissible to processe
it as " refined and processed ore" (copy of caso enclosed). In another case.
HRC authorized a mill to elute some ton exchange columns and to dispose of the
spent resins. For this case, the ion exchange columns were being used at
dosestic wells on the Navajo reservation to strip naturally occurring radium.
The action was considered as a pubite service since there was no place
reasor. ably close to dispose of the saterial, and the volume was minuscule in
comparison to the mill tailings. There are other cases, but these are typicalof the inquiries we Mve received.

As can be seen, NRC has dealt with the issue of the processing and disposal of
natorial other than unrefined and unprocessed ore on a case-specific basis.
However, it is clear that guidance is needed so that both the Wah Chang issue
and all future requests are handled consistently. Accordingly, we suggest that
what natarial may be accepted for disposal at a uranium mill tailings sits be
developed into a general MRC policy statement. We will be happy to assist in
this davelopment. Because of the continuing interest, including the licensees
who foresee a potential for producing revenue, this policy statement should be

!developed as soon as feasible,
i

UiIM M II
: '

\

John ~AIHontgomery
~~

I

Acting Regional Administra'er

.

s
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Docket No. 40-8905
$UA-1473, Amendment No. 3
04008905180E

MEHORANDUM FOR: Docket File No. 40-8905
FROM:

Pete J. Garcia, Project Manager
Licensing Branch 2
Uranium Recovery Field Office, Regfon IV

SUBJECT:

AMENDMENT NO. 3 TO SOURCE KATERIAL LICENSE SUA-1473
FOR THE ARSROSIA LAKE HILL

:
.

Introduction

By letter dated March 31, 1987, Quivira Hining Company (Quivira)
Lake Mill to authorize processing of alternate feed material. requested amendment of Source Material License SUA 1473 for the Ambrosia
material, which averages 0.61 percent uranium, is a residue generatedThis

during a yellowcake purification process at Sequoyah Fuels Corporation'sUFs Conversion Plant a'. Gore, Oklahoaa.
information by letters dated July 15 Quivira provided additional

the New Mexico Environmental Improvem,ent Olvision with a copy to NRC1987, to NRC, and June 9, 1987, to
.

The proposed action is to authorize Qaivira to process the alternate feedmaterial from the Gore facility.
licensee's proposal and a summary of the staf f's review is providedA more complete description of thebelow.

Licensee Proposal

be transported to the mill in DOT-approved tanker trucks.The licensee states that the alternate feed material in slurry form will
will be unloaded at a covered receiving station which will be constructedThe slurry
near the thickener circuit.
trucks into thickener tanks. The slurry will be pumped from the tanker

The location of the receiving station and
.

_
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the thickener tanks is shown on Figure 1 of the licensee's Harch 31submittal.

A flow diagram of the process to be utilized to recover the uranium is
;

shown o~n Figure 2 of the July 15 submittal.
The slurry will be washed inthe thickeners.

for addition of sulfuric acid.The thickened slurry will then be fed into leach tanks
This step will be identical to the normal

mill process step with the exception that an oxidant will not be requireddue to the ferric iron content of the slurry. The remaining ma
process steps consist of solvent extraction and precipitation. jor
be kept in slurry form or dried.of the licensee submittal indicates that the precipitated yellowcake mayThe text

However Figure 2 of the July 15
submittal indicates that the yellowcake w})1 be left in slurry form.wash solution

along with barren raffinate solution from the solvent The

extraction pro, cess step, will be pumped directly to synthetically-linedevaporation ponds.
impoundment 2. Tailings will be discharged into Tailings

Quivira estimates that approximately 16,000 tons of residue will be
t

shipped to the Ambrosia take Hill for processing.
'

wash water are shown on Tables 1, 2, and 3 of the licensee's March 31 chemical and radiological analyses of the alternate feed material and the
The results of-

submittal.

the solution in the evaporation ponds is provided in the June 9A table showing the composition of the raffinate solution andsubmittal.

Finally, Quivira proposed no changes to their existing in plant radi tisafety program.

to evaluate radiological impacts and states that existing operatingQuivira states that the existing programs are adequate
a on

procedures will be followed for all aspects of the radiation safetyprogram.

Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed the licensee's proposal to determine whether it would
result in a significant impact to the environment or the current tailings
management, environmental monitoring, and radiation safety programs

As stated previously, Quivira estimates that approximately 16 000 tons of
.

residue will be processed at the stil.

Further, the tallings impoundment system at the Ambrosia 1ake M11)3 days of mil 11ng at the mill's rated capacity of 6,500 tons per dayThis amount constitutes only
,

.

currently contains more than 33 million tons of tailings..

The additional

NC
.
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material will therefore constitute a miniscule percentage of the final
volume of tailings resulting from operations at the Ambrosia Lake sites
and will not have a significant impact on the capacity or final
reclamation of the tailings disposal system.

Quivira states that the residue wash water and the barren raffinatesolution will be pumped to lined evaporation p
resulting from the uranium extraction process,onds. The solid residue

which will be repulped
pumping to the unlined tailings pond, will contain onlusing mine water or solutions resulting from processing regular ores for
component of the constituents comprising the residue. y the insoluble
seepage from tailings pond 2 should therefore be minimal.The effe t on
of the evaporation pond solution with the Wash and raffi A comparison
shows that the solutions are very similar. 'a solutions
present in significantly higher concentrations in the alternate feedThe only constituent which is
process solutions is nitrate (N0a). A review of the ground-water
monitoring program currently in effect for the evaporation pondsindicates that NO

is included in the list of parameters for sample3analysis,
In addition, no evidence of seepage has been detected to date

!

f rom any of the ifned ponds to be used for evaporattori.
'

concludes that the processing of the alternate feed material will notThe staff
impact the ground-water programs currently in effect for the Ambrosiat.ake Mll).

already in effect at the Ambrosta Lake Hill.The licensee has not proposed changes to the radiation safety program\

'racloactivity is expected.will be handled exclusively in a wet form, no increase in airborneSince the feed material
The staff concludes that the mill's existing

radiological monitoring program and operating procedures will be adequate
to determine and minimize worker exposures resulting from the proposedactivity.

Conclusions

produced by the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium fromSection 40.4(a-1) defines byproduct materials as "the tallings or westes
any ore processed primarily for its source material content."
Section 40.4 does not provide a definition for the singular term " ore "
It does, however, grovide a definitic.n for " unrefined and unprocessed.

ore," which means

" feed material" (itself source material) that Quivira preposes toare in its naturt.1 form prior to any processing "The
reprocess is very similar to conventional ore.
constitute an " unrefined and unprocessed ore." However, it does not

Thus, it is logical and

.

4
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consistent with the pubile health, safety and welfare purposes of the
Uranium Hill tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, as well as the
Commission's implementing regulations, to conversely treat such material
as refined and processed ore. Such ore will be reprocessed for its more
refined source material content and the resulting tallings or wastes will
therefore be byproduct material which is subject to Commission
regulation. To hold differently would be to hold to an interpretation
that would leave the resultant tailings from the reprocessed feed
material as unregulated material. Such an interpretation would be
contrary to the clear intent of the Hill Tailings Act.

The staff therefore recorraends that Source Haterial License SUA-1473 be
arended to authorize processing of the alternate feed material from the
Gore f acility by adding License Condition No. 31 to read as follows:

31. The licensee is authorired to process alternate feed material
from Sequoyah Fuels Corporation's Gore, Oklahoma facility in
accordance with the submittals dated March 31 and July 15,
1987.

/ 5/-

,

Pete J. Garcia, Project Manager -

Licensing Branch 2
Uranium Recovery Field Office

_

Region IV
l

Approved by:
Harry J. Pettengill, Chief _
Licensing Branch 2
Uranium Recovery Field Of fice, Region IV

Case Closed: 04008905180E

-

4
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JUN 2 01999

Terry R. Strong, Head -
Office of Radiation Protection
Department of Social and Health Services '

Mail Stop LF.13
Olympia, Washington 98504

Dear Mr. Strong:

This is in response to your March 29, 1989 Technical Assistance Request
concerning the disposal of residue, in the form of filter-cake, at the
Dawn Hilling Company's mill site tailings pond. Enclosure 1 is a
remorandum fran the Division of Low-Level Waste Management (LLWM) which
addresses the questions raised in your Technical Assistance Request. In
brief sucrary two areas are addressed:

1. Since the filter. cake residues are not produced by extraction
or concentration of uranium or thorium from ore processed
primarily for its source raterial content these residues do

:not constitute byproduct r.aterial.
.

2. The placement of the filter. cake residues into the Dawn Mining
Company's uranium mill tailings pile ray impact the transfer
of the site to the Federal government for long-ters

,

surveillance and care.

Also, please note that the disposal of the filter. cake residues at the
Dawr, Milling Company's mill site tailings pond could cause the byproduct
material et the tailings pond to be considered mixed waste if the residue
contains hazardous waste. Enclosure P is a letter that NRC sert to its
uranium recovery licensees that addressed mixed waste.

MDdbf Vard L &Eerf

Vandy L. Miller, Assistant Director
for State Agreements Program

State, Local and Indian Tribe Programs

Enclosures:
As stated

.

: :
..........:............:...........

:
-

...........:............:...........
! :
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HEMORANDlH FOR: Vandy L. -Miller, Assistant Director
for State Agreenents Program

State, local and Indian Tribe Programs
.

FROM: Paul H. Lohaus Chief
Operations Branch I

Division of low-Level Waste Panagement ,

and Decostnissioning, NMS$ {
'

iSUBJECT: TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO GPA/SLITP ON STATE OF WASHINGTON i

REVIEW 0F RESIDUE DISPOSAL AT DAWN HINING COMPANY |
TAILINGS PILE.

I have reviewed your April 11, 1989 request, which consisted of two basic
|questions:
;

1. Can the " filter-cake" residues from mine water treatment operations at the.
Midnight Uranium Mine be considered byproduct naterial under -

section 11e.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 19S4, as amended?

Strictly speaking, the residues are not produced by extraction or
concentration of uranium or thorium from ore processed primarily for its
source material content. A water treatment process produces such residues
primarily with the goal of purifying the water. So the residues do not'

conform to the definition, and hence do not constitute byproduct material.

2. Is placement of this material into the Dawn Mining Company's uranium mill
tailings pile consistent with Federal or State ownership and final
transfer to the custody of DOE under 183 of the AEA?

Upon termination of the Dawn Mining Company's operating license, there
are two options with regard to transfer of land custody. The first option
would be for the Dawn Mining Company to transfer the site to the Federal
government for long-term surveillance and care. However, the residues,
not being considered byproduct material, may impact this transfer. This
consideration should not be taken lightly. NRC and DOE have been
struggling over this concern. I enclose a July 1, 1988 letter from the
Chairman to Senator Simpson (WY), which states ".. 00E has doubts about
its authority to take title to the mill tailings disposal sites if NRC has
allowed the commingling of NARM (non-byproduct) materials in the
impoundments...."

The second option would be for the State of Washington to take title to
the site following license termination. Should the State of Washington,
as the Agreement State with licensing authority, allow the Dawn Mining
Company to dispose of this or other selected processing wastes, it should
do so with the acknowledgement that the State will likely have to take
title to the site. As noted above, the Federal government might refuse to
accept custody of the site following license termination because of the
inclusion of these residues into the tailings.
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Finally, it should be noted that the analytical information you included in,

your transmittal indicates that the filter-cake residues may constitute source
material, which may be licensable by the State of Washington.

| Should you have any questions regarding this memorandum, please contact me or '

Giorgio Gnugnoli of my staff.

|
Paul H. Lohaus, Chief
Operations Branch
Divistor ' ' ..v-Level Waste Hanagement

"and De w '' .51oning, HMSS
1

Enclosure: As stated.
.

.

=

|

|
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The Honorable Alan K. Stapson
subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6175

Dear Senator Stapson: '

In your May 13, 1988 letter, you requested information on the
status of the American Nuclear Corporation (ANC) amendment request
to permit ANC to receive third-party radtua-contaninated soils and
debris for disposal in its Tailings Pond No. 1.

We have considered this request and the complex regulatory issues
involved in authorizing disposal of this type of material at a
nill tailings site. We have recently reached the decision that:.
the major regulatory issues noted below would have to be favorably
resolved before the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) could
consider approving the disposal of these radium wastes in AMC's
tailings pond under current statutory authority. The statutoryauthority is unlikely to change in the near future. Therefore, we
cannot approve the ANC request. This decision is being conveyedto ANC.

A primary issue stems from the fact that this waste asterial
contains radium and is classified as naturally-occurring and
accelera tor-produced radioactive ma terials (NARM). At issue is
whether the inclusion of NARM wastes in a mill tailings disposti
site is consistent with U.S. Government ownership (or $ tate
ownership) and other authorities under Section 83 of the Atomic
Ecergy Act (the Act). Since the U.S. Department of Energy (00E)
is currently desiWRC requested 00Egnated to take title to the mill tallings sites.s view on this question. 00E's response stated
that DOE has doubts about its authority to take title to the mill
tailings disposal sites if NRC has allowed the cousingling of
HARM (non-byproduct) aaterials in the impoundments (a copy of the
DOE response is attached).

It is important to note that NRC does not have authority toregulate NARM. Thus, the amendment. if issued, would result in a
conning 11ng of regulated and unregulated materials in the same
dispose) unit. This would create duplicative jurisdiction between
NRC and other Federal or State agencies with respect to the
cosaingled radioactive materials. Moreover, if NARM waste
constituents were to violate the current standards (e.g.. afgrateV into ground water). the Commission's authority under Section 84c.h/ of the Act to approve alternatives to requirements for disposal orkI reclamation would be seriously impaired.

.
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________m._ _ _ _ ___ . _ _ ._____
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Additionally, the wastes may be subject to presently applicable
Resource Conservatioh and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations or other
U,$. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) rules for hazardous
constituents or NARM, as well as to applicable $ tate requirements.
If the vaste results from a Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and liability Act (CERCLA) clean up action, the EPA
requirements to be set would also need to be considered by the
licensee to ensure that there is no issue regarding suitability ofthe site for disposal of the CERCLA wastes. The appropr.iate
regulatory authorities would have to address these requirements.

Finally, since there is currently a NARM disposal site licensed by
the State of Utah and a license application under review in the
State of Colorado, there appears to be no coopelling need at this
time to dispose of NARM natorial in uranium mill tailingsimpoundsents.

I hope this information is useful to you and, I appreciate your ,continued interest in our programs. *

,

$1ncerely,

(A/. .

| Lando W. Zac Jr. !

Enclosure 1
'

DOE letter dated June 10, 1988

cc: The Honorable John Breaux
The Honorable John $. Harrington, Secretary

U.S. Department of Energy

i
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TO: ALL HRC URANIUM RECOVERY LICENSEES I

SUBJECT: WHETHER OR NOT URAH!!!M HILL TAILIMGS MATERIAL IS A
MIXED WASTE

On October 24 1988 our office sent you a Federal Racister notice issued by
the U. S. EnvIronmen,tal Protection Agency (UA) relat'va to radioactive mixed!

traste. Since then, a number of questions have been raised as to the
applicability of this notice to uranium mill tailings.

Source, special nuclear, and byproduct naterial are specifically excluded from
regulation under the Resource Conservation and Racovery Act (RCRA). Under
Section 11(e)(2) of the Atomic Energy Act, byproduct material is defined to
include "the tallings or wastes produced by the extractio.n or . concentration of
uranius or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its source material 1

'

content.* All tailings and wastes included in this definition, such as process
fluids and nonradioactive ore residues are thus byproduct material. Wastes
from the decomissioning of buildings a,nd equipment whose primary function was

-

to conduct the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from ore '

processed primarily for its source material content, are considered to be
byproduct material. These byproduct material wastes generated by uranium
recovery licensees are not mixed wastes and are not subject to EPA regulation
under RCRA.

However, byproduct natorial could beccee ' mixed waste" if it is mixed with
hazardous wasta. For example, if a licensee had waste that was not byproduct
material under the AEA, that was a listed hazardous waste under Subpart D of 40
CFR Part 261, and disposed of this waste by mixing it with Section 11(e)(2)
byproduct material (e.g., uranium mill tailings), thee the entire mixture would
become subject to EPA's RCRA regulations because it contained hazardous waste.
In this hypothetical situation urantua mill tailings would indeed be a mixed
t:aste.

Because of the potential regulatory irpacts we suggest that you be certain
that you do not introduce any waste into tallings that is a hazardous waste
under EPA's RCRA regulations.

.

h

I

|

__ _ ._ - --- -
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14 surasary:
(1) tailings or waste that is byproduct material is not mixedwaste,

and (2)provided it is not rixed with non-AEA material which is hazardous waste;care should be taka
not to afx hazardous waste with tailings material.

If there are questions about
also wish to contact EPA thro 6|h their RCRA Hotline, athis please contact as at (301) 492-0553.You may

1-800-424-9346.

Sincerely,

d
Paul H Lohaus Chief
OperatIonsBran,ch !

Division of Low-Livel easte Management *

and Decommissioning, MMS 5 -

>

cc: R. Dale Saith, HRC/URF0

i

o

e
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STAFF ANALYSIS OF DISPOSAL OF NON-BYPRODUCT MATERIAL INTO URANIUM MILL
TAILINGS PILES

A. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the NRC received several requests to allow activities other than the
normal processing of native uranium ore at licensed uranium milling
facilities. These requests have fallen into two categories. The first
category of requests is to allow the processing of feedstock material that is
not usually thought of as ore, for the extraction of uranium, and then dispose
of the resulting wastes and tailings in the facility's tailings pile. The
second category of requests is to allow the direct disposal of non-byproduct'
material, which was not generated onsite, into tailings piles. '

In assessing these requests, the staff has raised two concerns related to
tailings piles. The first concern is the requested activity might result in
complicated, dual, or even multiple regulation of the tailings pile, and the
second concern is that the requested activity might jeopardize the ultimate
transfer to the United States Government, for perpetual custody and
maintenance, of the reclaimed tailings pile.

This analysis addresses the broad issues resulting from proposals requesting
regulatory consideration of commingling of tailings with other radioactive
wastes and makes recommenglations. This paper is limited to options involving
commingling with existing tailings impoundments.

B. BACKGROUND

Before 1978, the NRC regulated the activities of the uranium milling process
under its authority to regulate source material. The Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) of 1978 amended the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of
1954 to specifically include uranium and thorium mill tailings and other
wastes from the process as radioactive material to be licensed by the NRC.
Specifically, the definition of byproduct material was revised in Section
lle.(2) of the AEA to include "the tailings or wastes produced by the
extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed
primarily for its source material content."

2The definition of byproduct material in Section lle.(2) of the AEA includes
all of the wastes resulting from the milling process, not just the radioactive
components. In addition, Title II of UMTRCA amended the AEA to explicitly
exclude the requirement for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to

'For the purposes of this paper, the term "non-byproduct material" will
be used to refer to radioactive waste which is similar to byproduct material,
as defined in the Atomic Energy Act in Section lle.(2), but is not legally
considered to be lle.(2) byproduct material.

2
Henceforth, byproduct material as defined in Section lle.(2) of the AEA

will be referred to as "lle.(2) byproduct material."

-1- GNG/7/17/90 REVISION
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permit byproduct material under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA).Thedesignationofbyproductmaterialcontrastssignificantlywiththe
situation for source material and other radioactive materials controlled

I under the authority of the AEA. This possibility for dual regulation by both
NRC and EPA can become an issue when dealing with mixed hazardous wastes. As
a result of UMTRCA, the NRC amended Part 40 of Title 10 of the Federal Code of
Regulations (10 CFR), to regulate the uranium and thorium tailings and wastes
and the milling processes. Thus, under normal operation, all of the tailings
and wastes in an NRC or Agreement State licensed mill producing uranium or

I thorium are classified as "lle.(2) byproduct material", and are disposed of in
tailings piles regulated under 10 CFR Part 40. They are not subject to EPA
regulation under RCRA. The EPA Clean Air Act regulations still result in
direct EPA permit authority over the mill tailings, whether or not they are
commingled with non-byproduct material waste.

I

The UMTRCA also required and provided for long-term custody and surveillance
of the byproduct material and the land used for its disposal. However, the
UMTRCA specifically referred only to lle.(2) byproduct material and did not
provide for the transfer of title and custody of other material that may be
mixed with it. Thus, although DOE is the Federal agency currently designated 4

as the " custodial agency" by the AEA, it may not have the authority under the |AEA to take custody of tailings disposal sites, in which non-byproduct I

Imaterial had been disposed. Even if the material were no more radioactive or
toxic than the uranium or thorium tailings themselves, UMTRCA contains no
provision allowing for the transfer of custody or title, and hence for
eventual long-term custody and surveillance (See Enclosure A).

C. THE TWO CATEGORIES OF RE0 VESTS FOR COMMINGLED DISPOSAL

The NRC has received a number of proposals to process feedstock materials
other than the raw ore received directly from a mine at licensed mills. Some
have been approved. These requests assume that, after the extraction of the
source material content, the resulting tailings and wastes would meet the
definition of lle.(2) byproduct material and could thus be disposed of in the
mill's tailings pile. Such disposals would not be subject to RCRA
consideration or call into question DOE's long-term custody authority. No
technical problem seems to preclude the addition of this waste material to the
tailings after processing, because it would be nearly identical to the mill
tailings, in all previous cases and most proposals now under NRC review, the
quantities of feedstock material have been small in relation to the quantities
of tailings already in the pile.

1

Some licensees have proposed to directly dispose of radioactive wastes in
existing uranium mill tailings sites. The materials vary from tailings from
extraction processes for metals and rare-earth metals (such as Copper,
Tantalum, Columbium, Zirconium) to spent resins from water treatment

,

3
l Except in the case of source material ore, source material consists only
I of the radioactive components of the waste; i.e., uranium, thorium or any
f combination of the two [10 CFR Part 40, Section 40.4(h)]. Some source I

material contains elevated levels of radium, as well, but is not of sufficient
concentration of uranium or thorium to be licensed under the TEA.

-2- GNG/7/17/90 REVISION
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processes. However, because these materials did not result from the
extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from ore, they are not I
lle. (2) byproduct material . These " orphaned" wastes usually have elevated i

concentrations of source material, and unless otherwise exempted, require
licensed control, if the materials exceed the 0.05-percent licensable (content
of source material by weight) criterion in 10 CFR Part 40. Disposal of these
materials in tailings impoundments would not significantly increase the effect

4

on the public health, safety, and environment. Because of the relatively large i

volumes of these wastes, low-level waste disposal options are limited. These
orphaned wastes are more similar to tailings in volume, radioactivity, and
toxicity. Therefore, some waste producers see the mill tailings disposal
sites as providing a logical option for such disposal.

The NRC staff provided earlier guidance for addressing these types of requests
individually (See Enclosure A). This guidance included cautions regarding the
possible problems with dual regulation (RCRA), custody, and title transfer. |
At present, the NRC will approve of such disposals on their individual merits, I
and only if the licensee can demonstrate the following:

1. The disposal will have no significant additional effects on the
public safety and health, and the environment.

2. The disposal will not compromise the reclamation of the tailings
impoundment. In effect, disposal must comply with the reclamation

- and closure criteria in 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A.

3. The disposal will not create problems with respect to RCRA or the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and liability
Act (CERCLA). |

| 4. The DOE or the State agrees, in advance, to take title to the site
upon completion of the reclamation.

| The last two conditions can be significant obstacles to any routine decisions
f to allow such commingling of byproduct and non-byproduct materials under
| UMTRCA. Earlier queries to DOE regarding land transfer have not resulted in ;

'

generic guidance for possible commingling situations (Enclosure B). The NRC
j staff requested clarification from DOE for five specific types of disposal
| (Enclosure C). However, the NRC has not received DOE's response.

D. TY_PlS OF WASTES BEING PROPOSED FOR DISPOSAL INTO TAILINGS PILES
.

|

Previously, the NRC had allowed a limited number of such disposals on their
individual merits, because the requested disposal could occur without
significantly affecting safety or the environment. In the following brief;

| case histories, the NRC approved of processing or disposal of radioactive
waste materials, or both, at uranium mill tailings sites:'

Example 1. Wastes from Domestic Water Purifying Operations.

| In 1987 at the Ambrosia Lake uranium mill in New Mexico, the NRC allowed
| the Quivira Mining Company (the licensee) to elute uranium from
! contaminated ion-exchange resins from the Navajo Indian Nation's well
I water purifying operations in New Mexico and Arizona. The licens,e

-3- GNG/7/17/90 REVISION
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combined the resultant wastes with other ion-exchange residues from
Quivira's operations. The licensee disposed of the combined spent resins
in the uranium mill tailings pile.
Although the surface wastes from an in-s".u solution mine, including

such spent resins, are classified as lle.(2) byproduct material, the
wastes from the Navajo water purification operations would not be !

considered as such, despite the physical and chemical similarity.
Example 2. Processing Wastes from Other Extraction Operations
The Rio Algom Lisbon uranium mill in Utah has received waste residue ;
from 4 facilities in the last 7 years. These wastes include the |following

1) Waste residues from the Mallinckrodt, Incorporated, niobium-tantalum
recovery facility in St. Louis, Missouri;

2) Waste residues from the Unical-Molycorp yttrium-lanthanides recovery
facility in Louviers, Colorado;

3) Waste residu'es from the Allied Chemical Company's Metropolis,
Illinois, uranium hexaflouride (UF ) convercion facility; and

6

4) Waste residues from the Westinghouse Electric Corporation's Bingham
Canyon, Utah, uranium secondary recovery ion-exchange facility.

At these facilities, the volume of waste ranged from minimal amounts to
1, 'han 1 percent of the annual throughput. Tne waste materials were
r, .agically consistent with the existing tailings, and only fluoride
was in higher concentration (greater than 1 percent) than the levels
typical of the existing tailings. In the first three waste disposals,
the Lisbon facility extracted the uranium from the residue. At the UF
conversionfacility,theuraniumconcentrationintheresiduewasashigh
as 6.7 percent.

The reddes from the secondary recovery facility (the fourth instance of
waste disposal in the list) were buried in a pit excavated in the
tailings pond. In tnis case, a secondary processing operation, licensed
by an Agreement State, has been added to the primary circuit. The
majority of the waste is returned to the waste circuit of the primary
recovery facility. Generally, the NRC or the Agreement States do not
license these primary circuits. The Anaconda Copper Mill provides a
sidestream to the Bingham Canyon facility. The State licenses the
Bingham Canyon facility for the use and possession of source material,
but no such AEA-releced license is issued to the Anaconda Copper Mill.
The waste sidestream is returned to the copper mill following chemical
extraction by the Bingham Canyon plant. Waste residues (such as spent
resins) from Bingham Canyon are considered source nuterial and must be
disposed of as low-level waste. The phosphate fertilizer industry in
Florida and Louisiana has a similar situation. In these instances,
uranium is extracted in a secondary re m ery, and the resulting wastes
are combined with primary recovery wastes and disposed of outside of NRC
regulatory authority.

In 1987, the NRC authorized the Quivira Mining Company to process residue
from the Sequoyah fuels Corporation's UF conversion plant in Gore,

6
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Okl ahoma. The Quivira Ambrosia Lake, New Mexico, Uranium Mill will
extract uranium from these residues and dispose of these wastes into the
tsilings pile. The uranium content of this alternate feed material
(0.61 percent) is higher than the average uranium content of ore
processed in the United States, but the amount of residue processed to
date is less than the total quantity of byproduct material produced
during 3 days of full production at the Ambrosia Lake facil.ity.

Example 3. Recovery of Uranium from Mine Water (Mine Water Cleanup)
.

By amending the source and byproduct material license for particular
mines, the NRC has extended the mill circuit and has authorized operation
of lon-exchange units at mine sites. Instances of this type of extension
include the following:

1. Western Nuclear, Inc.'s Split Rock uranium mill in Jeffrey City,
Wyoming, processed residues from the Green Mountain mine ion-
exchange water purification operations for the uranium content. The
mine water was discharged under a National Pollutant 91scharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit, and the combined residues were
disposed of in the mill tailings pond.

2. Atlas Minerals Corporation's uranium mill in Moab, Utah, processed
ion-exchange residues from the dewatering operations at the Velvet
mine. The Velvet mine generated these residues to meet the _

requirements of an NPDES permit issued by EPA. An NRC license was
not issued to the Velvet mine until the pregnant' residues were
brought to the Atlas mill for processing. The stripped residues
were discharged to the mill tailings ponds, and the water was
released under an NPDES permit from EPA.

'

3. Sequoyah Fuels Corporation's (now Rio Algom Corporation) research
and development solution minu project in the South Powder River
Basin, Wyoming, eluted ion-e> e columns from a nearby, company-
owned mine. The residues were iacharged to onsite evaporation
ponds along with resins from the in-situ operation. The ponds will
be eventually cleaned, and the remaining waste will be disposed of
at a licensed uranium mill tailings site.

| In these cases, the NRC staff interpreted these " alternate feed materials" as
being refined or processed ores (See 10 CFR 40.4(k)). The NRC regional
a nsel had suggested this interpretation of the regulations and the intent of
ihe UMTRCA (See Enclosure D). With this interpretation, the resultant wastes
were legitimately classified as lle.(2) byproduct material.

The NRC and the Agreement States continue to receive requests for the disposal
of non-byproduct material into uranium mill tailings piles. The following
general categories of non-byproduct material illustrate the requests submitted
to the NRC and the Agreement States for disposal into~ uranium mill tailings
piles licensed under authority established by Title II of UMTRCA:

T

1. Mine Wastes'

i

To mine uranium or other source material ore from underground or open pit.

-5- GNG/7/17/90 REVISION r
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mines, operators frequently need to dewater the mine cavities. This
results in quantities of mine water with suspended or dissolved
constituents, some of which are source material. After processing the
mine water to satisfy NPDES or other release requirements, the resultant
clean mine water is then discharged offsite. In some cases, the
resulting water treatment sludge residues exceed the 0.05-percent
licensable limit for source material, but do not satisfy the definition
of lle.(2) byproduct material, because they do not result orimarily from
the extraction for the source material content.

The NRC and Agreement States have been contacted by liceasees and waste
generators that desire to dispose of such sludge residue directly into
the tailings piles at licensed uranium mill tailings sites. The NRC has |
indicated that such material does not constitute lle.(2) byproduct I

material (See Enclosure E). |

Requestors have also proposed processing the mine waste material through
the uranium mill's circuit to remove the uranium product, before disposal
into the tailings pile. In the past, the NRC has modified licenses to
allow alternate feed materials to be processed individually (See previous
examples). If the material can be classified as an ore and is processed
for its source material content, the resultant waste is lle.(2) byproduct
material.

2. Secondary Process Wastes -

frequently, natural ores that are processed for rare-earth or other
metals have significant concentrations of radioactive elements. Examples
include copper, zirconium, and vanadium ores. The NRC has received
requests from NRC and Agreement-State licensees to dispose of tailings,
resulting from processes to extract other metals, into licensed uranium
mill tailings piles.

Disposal of such wastes at licensed uranium or thorium mills, may pose
some difficulties for the eventual title transfer under Section 83 of the .

| AEA. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982, Sections 151(b)
and (c), provide some options for federal custody of these commingled
wastes. However, the NWPA does not provide for a post-closure licensing
supervision, as does the AEA. If the NRC were to routinely consider the
direct disposal of such non-byproduct material at uranium mills, the NRC
should request statutory modification of the AEA, Section 83, to allow
such disposal to be treated as if the non-byproduct materials were AEA
wastes under Section 83. Such a modification would resolve the ownership
and the RCRA considerations.

| 3. Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP)

These sites primarily processed materials, such as monazite sands, to
extract thorium for commercial applications. The Government contracts
were issued for thorium source materf .1 used in the Manhattan Engineering
District and early AEC programs. Some of the sites are disposal areas of
waste materials that qualify as lle.(2) byproduct material. The company
owning one such site, the Stepan Chemical, Co., Maywood, New Jersey has
an NRC license. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), which accepts

-6- GNG/7/17/90 REVISION
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responsibility for the FUSRAP materials, is investigating options for
disposal and control of these materials. DOE estimates that a total of
1.7 million cubic yards of material is located at sites in 13 states.
Recent proposals have considered the transportation of FUSRAP materials
from New Jersey to tailings piles at uranium mills in other states, such
as Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.

4. Naturally-occurring and Accelerator-produced Radioactive Material (NARM)
t

These wastes result from a wide range of operations, but are not
generally regulated by the AEA. Past requests for disposal in uranium
mill tailings ponds have included contaminated resins from ion-exchange
well water purifying operations. The NRC has also received inquiries
regarding the disposal of construction scrap and radium-contaminated soil
from old commercial operations. As mentioned previously, the NRC has
approved a limited number of such disposals and considers the merits of
each request individually. The individual states usually administer the
regulatory responsibility over NARM, but many other federal agencies have
jurisdiction responsibilities related to NARM. These include the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, the Department of Health and Human Services, and the
Department of Labor. There is a state-licensed NARM disposal facility in
Clive, Utah, licensed to Envirocare of Utah, Inc.

E. MAJOR ITEMS TO BE ADDRESSED

Although the technical, economical and societal advantages in some proposals
have appeared to encourage such disposal of radioactive material into tailings
piles, significant statutory and regulatory issues may complicate such
disposal:

1. Custody and Title Transfer

UMTRCA, Title II, Section 202, (Section 83 of the AEA) stipulates that
such title to the lle.(2) byproduct material and to the land used for the
disposal of lle.(2) byproduct material shall be transferred to either the
United States Government or to the State in which the land is located.
UMTRCA identifies the DOE, or any other agency so designated by the
President, to be the custodial agency for the U.S. Government. However,
at its option, the State may elect to become the custodial licensee of

..'the site following closure.

Past correspondence from DOE (Enclosure B) indicates DOE's uncertainty
regarding its authority to accept custodial transfer of tailings sites, where
radioactive material, not constituting lle.(2) byproduct material,-has been
commingled. In a letter of October 5,1989, (Enclosure C), the NRC staff
requested more specificity from D0E. However, DOE has not yet responded.

The NRC has two concerns relating to this transfer:

a. The licensee for any site where the materials would be commingled
would need strong assurances or permission from either the State or
DOE that the commingling would not compromise the eventual transfer
of title and custody.
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b. The license cannot be legally terminated, unless the custody and
title has been transferred as stipulated in Section 83 b(1)(A) of
the AEA. Commingling of wastes could complicate this transfer and,
hence, the termination of the license.

As mentioned previously, Sections 151(b) and (c) of the NWPA help resolve
this issue, provided the NRC makes certain statutory findings. These
provisions address DOE taking custody of low-level waste disposal sites.
Section 151(c) specifically addresses sites where wastes resulting from
extraction of rare earths, zirconium and halfnium from source material
are disposed. Furthermore, the Commission can require the licensee to
make available financial arrangements for long-term care under Section
151 a.(2), although the DOE or the State are not identified as the long-
term (perpetual) care licensees, as specified in AEA, Section 83 b.(5).

2. RCRA Authority and Mixed Waste

The NRC and Agreement-State licensed uranium and thorium milling
facilities do not fall under the jurisdiction of RCRA. However,
radioactive wastes (such as NARM), which are not source or byproduct
material, are not exempted from RCRA. Commingling RCRA-regulated wastes
with tailings could result in the application of the EPA RCRA regulations
and separate EPA permitting authority. The licensee would have to comply
with both EPA and AEA-related regulations.
The NRC has revised the regulations in 10 CFR Part 40 (including

Appendix A) to conform to the appropriate portions of EPA's RCRA
regulations. The UMTRCA, as amended, stipulates that regulations for
byproduct material be consistent with the Solid Waste Disposal Act
(SWDA). On November 13, 1987, the NRC conformed the regulations of
10 CFR Part 40 to the RCRA provisions of the SWDA. With that revision,
the AEA explicitly excludes byproduct material from RCRA. However, if a
licensee disposes of source material compounds or mixtures, other than
uranium or thorium ores, in the tailings piles, only the source material
component of that compound or mixture would be excluded from the
provisions of RCRA, if the compound or mixture qualifies as " hazardous"

Commingled material that does not contain hazardous waste could be
categorized as solid waste and be disposed of in a landfill under the
provisions of 40 CFR Part 241 " Guidance for the Land Disposal of Solid
Waste."

3. Decision Whether or Not to Process Material Prior to Disposal in the
Tailings

In some cases, licensees have inquired whether the processing of
radioactive waste as a feed material, before disposal into the tailings,
would compromise the statu of the resultant waste stream as lle.(2)
byprcduct material. In those instances where NRC has allowed such
processing, the radioactive waste feed material was considered to be
" refined and/or processed ore." However, the radioactive waste feedstock
itself was not considered to be lle.(2) byproduct material. In addition,

the wastes, such as those resulting from uranium mining water cleanup,
may also be subject to regulatory control by other entities under
authorities distinct from the AEA, such as EPA under RCRA. The source
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material -content of the radioactive waste could be extracted so that the
residual waste conformed to the definition of lle.(2) byproduct material.
In the past, cases of this type of processing included the processing of
slurry waste from Sequoyah Fuels UF Plant in Gore, Oklahoma, at the

6Quivira Uranium Milling Facility in Ambrosia Lake, New Mexico.
(See Section D.)

,

Other licensees have requested to dispose of the waste material directly
into the tailings pile without processing. This disposal has been 1

justified because the material is similar in chemical, physical and
^

material content to the tailings. Therefore, adding the waste to the
tailings should not affect reclamation or significantly alter the effect
to the environment.
However, should the uranium mill operator accept source material waste

from other persons for direct disposal without extracting the source
material content, the mill operator may need to satisfy requirements
specified in 10 CFR Part 61 or equivalent sections of the State
regulations that limit the quantities and concentrations of lle.(2)
byproduct material disposal. Part 61 of 10 CFR governs the commercial
disposal of ' low-level radioactive waste, and the licensee would need to
perform a case-specific analysis and justification to maintain licensed
status under both Parts 40 and 61 of 10 CFR.

F. DISCUSSION OF DILPOSAL WITHOUT PREVIOUS PROCESSING

The NRC has only two options in its decision with respect to the direct
disposal of non-byproduct material into uranium or thorium mill tailings
piles. One option is to prohibit entirely any disposal of radioactive
material that is not lle.(2) byproduct material. That position is based on a
very strict reading of the AEA, which allows no flexibility to commingle.

The other choice is to allow some commingling of non-byproduct material with
uranium or thorium mill tailings under criteria that satisfy current
regulatory constraints and guidance (See Enclosure A). If a licensee does>

request approval under the current regulations, NRC could authorize routine
disposals in uranium or thorium mill tailings piles with some limiting
criteria. These criteria would include the following:

1. The disposal will cause no significant additional effects to the
public safety, health and the environment.

2. The disposal will not compromise the reclamation of the tailings
impoundment. This criterion implies compliance with the reclamation
and closure criteria stated in 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A.

3. The disposal will cause no problems in meeting the requirements of
the RCRA or CERCLA.'1

'In effect, this would only allow source material, whi;h is not mixed
waste. Categories excluded would be mixed waste source material, mixed waste
NARM and NARM which is not mixed waste.
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4. The DOE or the State agrees, in advance, to take title to the site
upon completion of the reclamation.

The licensee would need to obtain the necessary assurance from DOE with
respect to Guideline 4, before requesting any such license amendments from the
NRC to allow disposal of non-byproduct material in the tailings pile.
Previously, the NRC staff had also identified other factors that the generator
or licensee, or both, should consider in their evaluation of disposal
alternatives. These factors include the following:

o The volume of non-byproduct waste does not exceed the volume of
Ile.(2) byproduct material.

o Other commercial disposal alternatives have been evaluated.

o There is sound justification for the commingling for furthering the
national program for the safe disposal of all radioactive wastes.

Numerous uranium mill tailings piles have sufficient capacity to be disposal
sites for similar non-byproduct waste material. Under most conditions, the
NRC staff does not have significant health, safety, or environmental concerns
associated with commingling.

Presently, the NRC considers any request to dispose of non-byproduct material
at a uranium mill on its merits alone. The licensee and owner of the tailings
pile are responsible to justify any request for commingling. The licensee
must obtain the necessary approvals from EPA with respect to any hazardous
waste and the legal views from the State or DOE, with regard to site custody
and title transfer. The process of obtaining such approvals and the possible
legal complications may prevent uranium recovery licensees from considering
direct disposal without previous processing.

The choices for resolving regulatory or licensing issues include the
following:

1. Continue with the present policy.

2. Negotiate a memorandum of understanding (MOU) between interested parties. .

3. Issue policy directives or orders.

4. Initiate a rulemaking to address the issue.

5. Request for legislative change.

Because the fundamental problem with direct disposal results directly from the
legislation (Section 83 b(1)(A) of the AEA), options 2, 3, and 4 will only
provide limited relief. Furthermore, cpUons 2 and 3 do not have the legal
standing of a regulation.or a law. fhe NPC staff continues to consider!

j proposals for the direct disposal into uranium mill tailings piles on their
individual merits under the aforementioned criteria. However, the NRC staff
expects that licensees will continue to submit such commingling requests.
Therefore, the NRC should seek a final solution. Such a solution would
probably involve a combination of alternatives 1, 4 and 5. Until the law is
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changed and the ensuing rule could be promulgated, the NRC would still
continue with the present policy to consider requests on their individual
merits.

In this paper the staff is presenting only the options involving commingling
with existing tailings impoundments. However, the staff recognizes the
existence of numerous other alternatives including the following:

o Locate a disposal site adjacent to, but not contiguous with, the
| tailings impoundment. This option may require obtaining a license
| or permit from the NRC, EPA, or the State if the non-byproduct
| material constitutes source material. In that case, the licensee

would need to obtain a 10 CFR Part 61 license.

o NRC or Agreement-State uranium or thorium milling licensees may
consider direct commingling with certain low-level radioactive
wastes by applying for a commercial waste disposal license under
10 CFR Part 61, in addition to the 10 CFR Part 40, or Agreement-
State equivalent regulations. This alternative would require a I
distinct analysis of the commingling scheme, because of the routine
prohibition in 10 CFR Part 61 regarding the disposal of significant
quantities and concentrations of lle.(2) byproduct material.

o Apply for a permit from a State to dispose of naturally-occurring
and accelerator-produced radioactive material (NARM).

o If the radioactive waste is not classified as hazardous and if it
can be defined as a solid waste, then it can be disposed of in a
landfill under the provisions of 40 CFR Part 241, " Guidance for the
Land Disposal of Solid Waste."

These options are all available to the owner and generator of such waste
without significant Commission policy or regulatory modification. Therefore,
this paper does not address these options. However, the applicant for a
commingling disposal should consider these other options and determine that
they offer no reasonable solution.

|

G. RESULTS OF THE NRC STAFF ANALYSH

| The NRC staff identified tne following solutions to requests for direct
disposal:

i

1. Treat proposals on their individual merits, subject to criteria outlined
in the previous section (Also Enclosure A).

The NRC is using this alternative to evaluate commingling proposals
involving non-byproduct material at NRC-licensed uranium and thorium
mills. However, the NRC could simplify the process for complying with
those criteria by acting to facilitate commingling of byproduct and non-
byproduct material wastes. Federal action to clarify the regulatory
framework could include NRC negotiating a memorandum of understanding
(M00), or separate MOUs, with EPA, DOE and the State (s), which would
specify explicit conditions under which such commingling at uranium mill
tailings sites would bc acceptable.
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2. Request statutory authority to allow commingling at the Commission's
discretion without compromising a tailings site's custody or title
transferability or introducing multiple overlapping EPA regulatory
authority.

This alternative would clarify Congress' intent in UMTRCA and should
provide a uniform national policy to limit the number of low-
radioactivity disposal sites. This legislative change may require ,

changes in NRC and EPA regulations. The NRC rulemaking would implement
the legislative change to provide generic discretion to the Commission
for such commingling applications. By modifying 10 CFR 150.15(a) to
provide uniformity and consistency in such commingling decisions, the
Commission could expressly reserve such discretion to itself. Because
this process can require a significant amount of time, the NRC would
still proceed with item 1 mentioned herein.

For processing alternative feedstocks for uranium and thorium mills, the staff
concluded that a definition of ore, with the AEA's definition of byproduct
material, would resolve the uncertainty in the present regulations. The NRC
would initiate a rulemaking to establish in 10 CFR Part 40, a definition of
ore with the definition of byproduct material as follows:

For the purposes of this definition (of byproduct material) " ore"
means a natural or native matter that may be mined and treated for
the extraction of any of its constituents or any other matter from
which source material is extracted in a uranium or thorium mill. '
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STAFF COBD1ENTS

FOUS 93-225

The documents and/or explanation will be listed as they appear in
Mr. Darke's request.

Item No. 1
06/04/90 NRC Note to RBangart, et. al., from PLohaus re:

draft SECY paper on disposal of non-byproduct
material in uranium mill tailings piles. (This is
the "non-byproduct Commingling SECY Paper" referred
to in 5/24/90 meeting summary; this is a

,preGecessor to the 7/17/90 version in Item 2 below.
(53 Pages)

Item No. 2
07/17/90 This is the entire computer file of staff analysis.

We do not have a draf t of the Commission paper with
the same date.
(12 Pages)

_

Item No. 3 Darke requestec a meeting summary of a 5/15/90
meeting. We dc not have a copy nor do we know if
one exists. The confusion on this one is that the
memo that he at : ached to his request (page 6 of 7)
tells of a meet (ng on May 23, 1990 in the Subject
line and then safs in the first line of text, "As
a follow-up to our meeting on May 15, 1993...."
LLWM is not sure which date of the meeting is
correct.

Item No. 4 Darkt requested a draft combined Commission Paper.
This is the same paper ident.ifed in Items 1 and 2
above.
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